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INTRODUCTION
Soil tests are now widely accepted as a reliable diagnostic technique
in evaluating the fertility level and lime status of soils. Soil tests serve as a
guide for making suggestions for plant-nutrient element additions for
correcting deficiencies or maintaining adequate plant-nutrient levels in
soils for sustained high-level production.
Soil test summaries provide information on the fertility level and lime
status of soils. They may be used to indicate changes in levels of plant
nutrients that occur over a period of time and may also be used to delin-
eate soils and areas where additional emphasis should be placed in de-
veloping sound fertility programs. However, soil test summaries do not
indicate the lime status and fertility level of a specific soil. In order to ob-
tain specific information, it is necessary to test representative soil samples
of individual fields or small areas within a field.
The data presented in this publication are a compilation of results of
37,155 soil tests on soil samples submitted by farmers to the Agricultural
Experiment Station Soil Testing Laboratory for chemical analysis be-
tween January 1, 1964, and December 31, 1967. Soil test results from
samples from lawns, gardens, and greenhouses are not included in the
summary. Soil reaction (pH), extractable calcium, magnesium, potas-
sium, and phosphorus are summarized according to parish and general
soil area.
The primary objective of this publication is to present in summary
form the fertility level and lime status of major soil areas in each parish
in Louisiana.
SOIL SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION
The number of soil samples and the per cent of the total number
summarized from the eight soil areas (see soil area map, pages 60 and
61) are presented in Table 1. The total number of samples summarized
ranged from a high of 8,353 from the Mississippi River Alluvial area,
representing 23 per cent of the total, to a low of 1,538 from the Loessial
Hill area, representing 4 per cent of the total. The samples from the
Coastal Plain, Flatwoods, and Alluvial soils of the Ouachita River and
Red River comprised 12, 13, 11, and 11 per cent of the total, respectively.
1Assistant Professor, Professor, Associate, Professor of Agronomy and Head, De-
partment of Agronomy, respectively; Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station,
Louisiana State Lniversity and A. and M. College, Baton Rouge.
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Table l.-The number of soil samples and the per cent of the total number
summarized from the eight soil areas in Louisiana. 1964-1967.
General Soil Area
Numb er
of samples
Pgit cent
of total
Mississippi River Alluvial Soils 8353 23
Mississippi Terraces 7158 19
Flatwoods 4803 13
Coastal Plain 4603 12
Alluvial soils of the Red River 4119 11
Alluvial soils of the Ouachita River 4005 11
Coastal Prairies 2576 7
Loessial Hills 1538 4
TOTAL 37,155 100
Nineteen and 7 per cent of the total number of samples analyzed were
from the Mississippi Terraces and Coastal Prairie area, respectively.
The number of soil samples included in the summary is presented in
Table 2 by parish. Sixty per cent of the samples submitted to the
laboratory for analysis were received from the following parishes: Tangi-
pahoa, Morehouse, Franklin, West Carroll, St. Mary, Caddo, Richland,
Avoyelles, Iberia, Rapides, St. Tammany, Ouachita, St. Landry, Acadia,
Natchitoches, and Washington. More than 1,000 soil samples were sum-
marized from each of these parishes. Fewer than 100 samples were re-
ceived from each of Bienville, Cameron, Claiborne, Jackson, Jefferson,
Orleans, Plaquemines, St. Bernard, St. Charles, St. John, Union, and
Webster Parishes.
PROCEDURES
For this summary the soil samples were grouped according to parish,
General Soil Area, and textural classification. The soil samples were
placed into one of the following soil areas: (1) Alluvial soils of the Red
River, (2) Mississippi River Alluvial Soils, (3) Alluvial soils of the
Ouachita River, (4) Mississippi Terraces, (5) Loessial Hills, (6)
Coastal Prairies, (7) Flatwoods, and (8) Coastal Plain. The General
Soil Areas are shown on the map on pages 60 and 61. The morphological
characteristics of the soils that are representative of each of the General
Soil Areas are discussed in Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station
Bulletin No. 631 (4)}
italic numbers in parentheses refer to Literature Cited, page 120.
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Table 2. -The number of soil samples summarized by each parish in Louisiana
1964-1967.
No. of No. of
Parish Samples Parish Samples
Acadia 1049 Morehouse 1938
Allen 338 Natchitoches 1043
Ascension 432 Orleans 6
Assumption 715 Ouachita 1099
Avoyelles 1223 Plaquemines 76
Beauregard 333 Pointe Coupee 529
Bienville 16 Rapides 1161
Bossier 479 Red River 517
Caddo 1235 Richland 1240 ,
Calcasieu 356 Sabine 123 /
Caldwell 460 St. Bernard 16
Cameron 83 St. Charles 32
\
Catahoula 592 St. Helena 545
Claiborne 12 St. James 199
Concordia 331 St. John 44
DeSoto 395 St. Landry 1068
E. Baton Rouge 576 St. Martin 428
E. Carroll 260 St. Mary 1381
E. Feliciana 457 S t . Tammany 1149
Evangeline 693 Tangipahoa 3564
Franklin 1722 Tensas 455
Grant 635 Terrebonne 146
Iberia 1207 Union 19
Iberville 518 Vermilion 552
Jackson 28 Vernon 132
Jefferson 22 Washington 1035
Jefferson Davis 504 Webster 4
Lafayette 325 W. Baton Rouge 131
Lafourche 264 W. Carroll 1409
LaSalle 106 W. Feliciana 391
Lincoln 347 Winn 123
Livingston 384
Madison 503 TOTAL 37,155
In this investigation, the soil was placed into one of three textural
categories: coarse, medium, and fine. Sand, loamy sand, sandy loam, and
fine sandy loam are considered coarse-textured soils. Medium texture in-
cludes very fine sandy loam, silt loam, and loam. Sandy clay loam, silty
clay loam, silty clay, clay loam, and clay are the fine- textured soils.
The results of the soil tests were divided into six ranges for soil
reaction (pH), and four ranges each for calcium, magnesium, potassium,
and phosphorus. The six ranges used for summarizing the soil test re-
sults for pH are: < 4.9, 5.0-5.4, 5.5-5.9, 6.0-6.4, 6.5-6.9, and > 6.9. The
four ranges used for summarizing the results of soil tests for calcium,
magnesium, potassium, and phosphorus are presented in Table 3.
The analytical methods and procedures used to determine the fer-
tility level and lime status of the soil samples are described in Louisiana
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin No. 632 (7). Soil reaction
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(pH) was determined by using a pH-meter and a slurry of soil and dis-
tilled water at a soil-to-water ratio of approximately 1:1. Phosphorus
was determined by extracting a sample of soil with a solution of 0.10
normal hydrochloric acid containing 0.03 normal ammonium fluoride.
A soil-to-solution ratio of 1:20 and an extracting period of 15 minutes
were used to determine extractable phosphorus. Potassium, calcium, and
magnesium were determined by extracting a sample of soil with a 0.10
normal hydrochloric acid solution using a soil-to-solution ratio of 1:20.
The extraction time was 15 minutes.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Soil Reaction (pH)
The pH status of the soils in each of the eight soil areas is presented
in Tables 4A-11A, and in each parish in Tables 12A-75A. The data in
Table 4A indicate that 56 per cent of all soil samples from the Alluvial
area of the Red River were neutral to alkaline in reaction. Only 9
per cent of the soil samples tested from this area had pH values below
pH 6.0. Soils that were slightly to moderately acid in reaction are the
older highly weathered soils that occur predominantly in the southern
part of the Red River Alluvial area. The data in Table 60A indicate
that 48 per cent of the samples analyzed from the Red River Alluvial
area in St. Landry Parish had reactions below pH 6.0. Soils located in
the Red River Alluvial area that were acid in reaction also occur ad-
jacent to Bayou Pierre in Caddo, DeSoto, Red River, and Natchitoches
Parishes and near local stream bottoms and old bayous in Bossier, Red
River, and Grant Parishes east of the Red River.
Some soils from areas of the Mississippi River Alluvium were also
neutral to alkaline in reaction. The soil test summary data presented in
Table 5A indicate that 12 per cent of the samples submitted to the lab-
oratory for analysis from this area had pH values above 6.9. Forty-two
per cent of all samples analyzed from the Mississippi River Alluvial area
had pH values below 6.0. Fifteen per cent of all samples from the
Alluvial area of the Mississippi River had pH values below 5.5. By com-
paring the results of this investigation with soil test summary data col-
lected 10 years earlier (5), it appears that certain alluvial soils of the
Mississippi River Flood Plain are becoming more acid. The increase in
soil acidity may be due to the use of acid-forming fertilizers, crop re-
movals of bases, and leaching losses of calcium, magnesium, potassium,
and sodium.
Soils occurring in all areas other than those in the Mississippi and
Red River Alluvial areas were considerably more acid in reaction. Sixty
per cent of all soil samples from the Loessial Hill, Mississippi Terrace,
Flatwoods, Coastal Prairie, Coastal Plain, and Ouachita River Alluvial
areas had pH values below 6.0. The percentage of samples testing below
pH 6.0 ranged from 72 per cent for soils from the Loessial Hill area
(Table 8A) to 53 per cent for those from the Ouachita River Alluvial
and Coastal Plain areas (Tables 6A and 11 A). Thirty-five per cent of all
samples from these areas had pH values below 5.5.
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There is a critical need for additions of limestone to adjust the re-
action of acid soils for the growth of certain crops in the Loessial Hill,
Mississippi Terrace, Flatwoods, Coastal Prairie, Coastal Plain, and
Alluvial soils of the Ouachita River areas. The pH status of some alluv-
ial soils of the Mississippi River also shows a need for lime. Soil test
summary data presented in Tables 24A, 61 A, 65A, 26A, and 34
A
indicate that from 49 to 78 per cent of the soil samples from the Missis-
sippi River Alluvial area in Catahoula, St. Martin, Tensas, Concordia,
and Iberia Parishes had pH values below 6.0. Samples testing below pH
6.0 ranged from 78 per cent for the Mississippi River Alluvial soils from
Catahoula Parish to 49 per cent for those from Iberia Parish.
Extractable Calcium
The evaluation of the calcium status of soils, whether it be for de-
ficiency or its association with pH or nutrient balance, or the kind of
lime to use, has been investigated for many years. The problem is com-
plicated by the enormously varying needs of plants for calcium as a
nutrient element, the soil reaction, and the relationships between cal-
cium and other elements present in the soil.
Under "ideal" conditions, the exchangeable calcium in the soil
should vary between 60 and 85 per cent of the cation exchange capacity,
depending upon the textural class (3). The percentages of soil samples
occurring in ranges 1 and 2, presented in Table 3, are considered to be
low in extractable calcium. Soils occurring in these two ranges are fre-
quently less than 60 per cent saturated with calcium.
The calcium status of the soils in each of the eight soil areas is pre-
sented in Tables 4B-11B, and in each of the parishes in Tables 12B-75B.
Soil test summary data indicate that 36 per cent of the samples from the
Alluvial area of the Red River and 41 per cent of those from the Alluvial
area of the Mississippi River were low in extractable calcium. The data
in Tables 33B, 52B, 60B, 34B, and 61B indicate that over 50 per cent
of the samples from the Alluvial areas of Grant, Red River, St. Landry,
Iberia, and St. Martin Parishes were low in extractable calcium.
The data presented in Tables 6B, 7B, 8B, and 9B indicate that over
75 per cent of the soil samples from the Ouachita River Alluvial,
Mississippi Terrace, Loessial Hill, and Coastal Prairie areas were low
in extractable calcium. Sixty-eight per cent of the soil samples from the
Flatwoods area (Table 10B) and 54 per cent of those from the Coastal
Plain area (Table 11B) were also found to be low in extractable calcium.
Extractable Magnesium
According to Thompson (6), humid-region soils should contain ap-
proximately five times as many milliequivalents of exchangeable calcium
as exchangeable magnesium. All ranges for magnesium presented in
Table 3 are based on a Ca:Mg ratio of approximately 5:1 on a chemical
equivalent basis or a 10:1 ratio expressed as parts per million. Unpub-
lished data on file in the Department of Agronomy show that alluvial
soils in the Red and Mississippi River areas have a Ca:Mg ratio of about
6
6.5:1 expressed as parts per million. Soils in all other soil areas have con-
siderably lower Ca:Mg ratios. The percentages of soil samples occurring
in ranges 1 and 2 are considered to be relatively low in extractable
magnesium.
It has been demonstrated that on the sandy soils in the Coastal Plain
areas of Louisiana, a response by clover to applications of magnesium
was obtained if the amount of dilute acid extractable or exchangeable
magnesium was less than 55 parts per million (2).
The magnesium status of the soils in each of the eight soil areas is
presented in Tables 4C-11C, and in each of the parishes in Tables 12C-
75C. The alluvial soils of the Red and Mississippi Rivers ordinarily
contain high amounts of extractable magnesium. The data in Tables
4C and 5C indicate that only 2 per cent of the soil samples from the
Alluvial area of the Red River and 3 per cent of those from the Alluvial
area of the Mississippi River were low in extractable magnesium. The
alluvial soils derived from older sediments of the Ouachita River and
distributaries of the Arkansas River generally contain lower amounts
of extractable magnesium than do the alluvial soils derived from recent
sediments of the Red and Mississippi Rivers. Soil test summary data pre-
sented m Table 6C indicate that 24 per cent of the alluvial soils of the
Ouachita River were low in extractable magnesium.
The data presented in Tables 7C, 11C, and 9C indicate that 11 per
cent of all soil samples from the Mississippi Terrace area, 14 per cent of
those from the Coastal Plain area, and 17 per cent of those from the
Coastal Prairie area were low in extractable magnesium. Soils represen-
tative of the Coastal Plain area in Bienville, Red River, and Vernon
Parishes and soils of the Coastal Prairie area in Allen, Calcasieu, Evange-
line, and Jefferson Davis Parishes had the highest percentage of samples
testing low in magnesium. Soil test summary data presented in Tables
52C, 69C, and 18C indicate that 27 per cent of the soil samples from the
Coastal Plain areas of Red River and Vernon Parishes and 32 per cent
of those from Bienville Parish were low in magnesium. The data pre-
sented in Tables 31C, 38C, 21C, and 13C indicate that 25 per cent of
the soil samples from the Coastal Prairie area in Evangeline Parish, 27
per cent of those from Jefferson Davis Parish, 33 per cent of those from
Calcasieu Parish, and 55 per cent of the samples from the Coastal Prairie
area of Allen Parish were low in extractable magnesium.
Imperfectly drained soils from the Flatwoods areas of the state occur
predominantly in two major sections, as shown on the map on pages 60
and 61. The largest areas occur in southwestern and southeastern
Louisiana. The data in Table 10C show that 21 per cent of all soil
samples from the Flatwoods areas were low in magnesium. The soils in
the Flatwoods area in southwestern Louisiana were consistently
lower in magnesium than those occurring in the southeastern part of
the state. Over 30 per cent of the soil samples from the Flatwoods area
of southwest Louisiana were low in magnesium. Nineteen per cent of
the samples from the Flatwoods area of southeast Louisiana were low in
magnesium.
The Loessial Hills are located in the southeastern part of the state;
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they extend from the bluffs of the Mississippi River eastward and occur
in West Feliciana, East Feliciana, St. Helena, Tangipahoa, and Washing-
ton Parishes. The hills are made up of wind-blown silty materials usually
underlain by sand or sandy clay. Due to past cropping practices, culti-
vated slopes are moderately to severely eroded. It may be noted in Table
8C that 74 per cent of the soil samples from the Loessial Hill area were
designated as coarse textured. Thirty-seven per cent of the soil samples
from this area contained less than 100 parts per million of magnesium.
On acid soils that are low in extractable magnesium, dolomitic lime
should be used to correct the acidity and to supply magnesium and cal-
cium. If lime is not needed and magnesium is low, soluble sources of
magnesium, such as magnesium sulphate or sulphate of potash-magnesia,
may be applied.
A critical need for lime additions exists on many soils in Louisiana
to correct soil acidity or to supply calcium and/or magnesium. If a
profitable and competitive system of agricultural production is carried
out, a sound liming program demands top priority. The need for lime
should be based on soil reaction, extractable calcium and magnesium,
and chemical measurements calibrated to determine lime needs.
Extractable Potassium
The ranges used in summarizing soil test results for potassium pre-
sented in Table 3 are based primarily on the cation exchange capacity,
the degree of potassium saturation, and the textural class of the soil.
Approximately 5 to 7 per cent of the total cation exchange capacity of
coarse-textured soils should be saturated with potassium. Only about
3 to 5 per cent of the exchange complex of medium- and fine-textured
soils should be saturated with potassium for the soils to supply adequate
potassium for growing crops.
The potassium status of the soils in each of the eight soil areas is
presented in Tables 4D-11D, and in each of the parishes in Tables 12D-
75D. Soil samples falling into range 1 presented in Table 3 are consid-
ered to be low in extractable potassium.
The data in Tables 4D-6D indicate that 20 per cent of all soil
samples from the Alluvial area of the Red River and 28 per cent of those
from the Alluvial area of the Ouachita River were low in extractable
potassium. Thirty-seven per cent of the soil samples from the Alluvial
area of the Mississippi River were low in potassium.
Alluvial soils of the Red River in St. Landry and DeSoto Parishes
had higher percentages of samples testing low in potassium than did the
other parishes in this soil area. The data in Table 60D indicate that 34
per cent of the soil samples from the Alluvial area of the Red River in
St. Landry Parish were low in potassium. Thirty-two per cent of the
samples from the Alluvial area of the Red River in DeSoto Parish were
also low in extractable potassium (Table 27D).
Alluvial soils of the Ouachita River in Caldwell and Richland Par-
ishes had a higher percentage of samples testing low in potassium than
did alluvial soils in the other parishes in this soil area. The data in
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Tables 22D and 53D show that 39 per cent of the samples from Caldwell
Parish and 34 per cent of those from Richland Parish were low in ex-
tractable potassium.
Some soils occurring in the Mississippi River Alluvial area had a
higher percentage testing low in potassium than is indicated by the
average percentage of samples testing low for the whole area. The par-
ishes with the highest percentages of soils testing low in extractable po-
tassium in the Mississippi River Alluvial area were: Iberia, 70 per cent;
St. Mary, 67 per cent; Lafayette, 53 per cent; St. James, 49 per cent; St.
Martin, 45 per cent; and Terrebonne, 45 per cent.
The data presented in Tables 7D, 10D, and 11D indicate that the
percentages of all soil samples from the Mississippi Terrace, Flatwoods,
and Coastal Plain areas that tested low in potassium were 37, 39, and 40,
respectively. Over 50 per cent of the soil samples from the Mississippi
Terrace area in Ascension, East Baton Rouge, Iberia, Livingston,
Lafayette, and Evangeline Parishes were low in extractable potassium.
The percentage of soil samples testing low from this area ranged from
51 per cent in Evangeline Parish to 73 per cent in Ascension and East
Baton Rouge Parishes. The low potassium content of the terrace soils
in the six parishes previously mentioned may be due to the fertility
and crop management practices followed in past years.
The potassium content of the soils from the Flatwoods area in the
southwestern part of the state was considerably lower than that of the
soils occurring in the southeastern part. Over 60 per cent of the soil
samples from the Flatwoods area of southwest Louisiana were low in
potassium. Only 35 per cent of those from southeast Louisiana were low
in potassium. Past cropping and fertilization practices probably account
for this difference in the potassium content of these soils. Flatwoods
soils in southeast Louisiana have been intensively managed for many
years for the production of truck crops and pastures for dairy animals.
In contrast, Flatwoods soils in the southwestern part of the state have
been used for the production of rice, soybeans, and pastures for beef
cattle, and consequently, fertilizer and lime use has not been intensive.
The data presented in Table 8D indicate that 50 per cent of all soil
samples from the Loessial Hill area were low in extractable potassium.
Many of these soils are moderately to severely eroded and are underlain
at shallow depths by sandy materials which are generally lower in
fertility than was the original silt loam material.
Soils of the Coastal Prairie area had a higher percentage of samples
testing low in extractable potassium as compared with the soils repre-
senting the other seven soil areas. The data presented in Table 9D show
that 66 per cent of the soil samples from the Coastal Prairie area were
low in extractable potassium. Calcasieu Parish had a higher percentage
of soils testing low in potassium than did the other parishes in the
Coastal Prairie area, as well as the parishes in the other soil areas of the
state. Soil test summary data presented in Table 21D indicate that 83
per cent of the samples from the Coastal Prairie area in Calcasieu Parish
were low in extractable potassium.
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Extractable Phosphorus
The phosphorus status of the soils in each of the eight soil areas is
presented in Tables 4E-11E, and in each of the parishes in Tables 12E-
75E. Soil samples falling into range 1 presented in Table 3 are con-
sidered to be low in extractable phosphorus.
The alluvial soils of the Red River generally contained relatively
large amounts of extractable phosphorus. These soils were developed
from sediments containing large amounts of phosphorus and other es-
sential plant nutrients. Soil test summary data presented in Table 4E
indicate that only 10 per cent of all samples from this area were low in
extractable phosphorus. However, some soils occurring in the Red River
Alluvial area had a higher percentage testing low in phosphorus than
was indicated by the average percentage of soil samples testing low for
the whole area. The data presented in Tables 27E and 60E indicate that
26 per cent of the Red River Alluvial soils in DeSoto Parish and 33 per
cent of those in St. Landry Parish were low in extractable phosphorus.
Many soils occurring in the Alluvial area of the Red River in DeSoto
and St. Landry Parishes are more highly weathered; some were acid in
reaction, and the general fertility status was lower than that of the other
soils of the area. The percentages of samples testing low in phosphorus
from the Red River Alluvial areas of Natchitoches, Red River, and
Grant Parishes were 13, 15, and 19, respectively (Tables 46E, 52E,
and 33E). Only 4 per cent of the samples from the Red River Alluvial
area in Rapides Parish, 6 per cent of those in Avoyelles and Caddo
Parishes, and 10 per cent in Bossier Parish tested low in phosphorus.
The data in Table 5E indicate that 31 per cent of all soil samples
from the Alluvial area of the Mississippi River were low in extractable
phosphorus. Older soils developed from Mississippi River alluvium de-
posited along Bayou Teche and its distributaries were considerably lower
in extractable phosphorus than is indicated by the average of all soils
located in the Mississippi River Alluvial area. These soils occur in the
southcentral part of the state, and soil horizon development is more
evident than in more recent alluvial sediments. The data presented in
Tables 61 E and 34E show that 82 per cent of the soil samples from
the Alluvial area of the Mississippi River from St. Martin Parish and 76
per cent of those from Iberia Parish were low in extractable phosphorus.
Over 50 per cent of the soil samples from the Mississippi River Alluvial
areas of St. Mary, Lafayette, St. Landry, Catahoula, and Franklin
Parishes were also found to be low in phosphorus (Tables 62E, 39E,
60E, 24E, and 32E).
Soils occurring in all areas of the state, other than those in the
Alluvial areas of the Red and Mississippi Rivers, generally had a lower
content of extractable phosphorus. Soil test summary data presented in
Table 6E indicate that 41 per cent of all soil samples from the Alluvial
area of the Ouachita River were low in extractable phosphorus. The
percentages of samples testing low in phosphorus ranged from 29 per
cent in Ouachita Parish to 68 per cent in Catahoula Parish. The par-
ishes and percentage of the soils in the Ouachita River Alluvial area
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testing low in phosphorus were: Morehouse Parish, 42 per cent; Caldwell
Parish, 46 per cent; Richland Parish, 47 per cent; and Franklin Parish,
62 per cent.
The data presented in Table 10E show that 37 per cent of all soil
samples from the Flatwoods areas were low in extractable phosphorus.
The relatively small percentage of the Flatwoods soils which tested low
in phosphorus is probably due to the large amount of fertilizer used in
the trucking area of the Flatwoods soils in the southeastern part of the
state. Only 32 per cent of the samples from this section were low, where-
as 63 per cent of the samples from the Flatwoods area in the southwestern
part of the state were low in phosphorus.
The data presented in Table HE show that 62 per cent of the soil
samples from the Coastal Plain area were low in extractable phosphorus.
The data in Tables 7E and 8E show that 64 per cent of all soil samples
from the Mississippi Terrace and Loessial Hill areas were low in ex-
tractable phosphorus.
The highest percentage of soil samples testing low in phosphorus
occurred in the Coastal Prairie area of southwest Louisiana. The data
presented in Table 9E indicate that 78 per cent of all soil samples from
this area were low in extractable phosphorus. The percentage of
samples from the Coastal Prairie area which tested low in phosphorus
ranged from 63 per cent in St. Landry Parish to 85 per cent in Acadia
Parish. The low content of extractable phosphorus in Coastal Prairie
soils may be due in part to the inherently low content of total phosphorus
in the soil and soil conditions which govern the solubility of phosphorus.
Since a majority of the soils in the Coastal Prairie area were acid in
reaction, phosphorus has been rendered unavailable to most higher
plants. Apparently, fertilizer use in this area has not altered the phos-
phorus level in the soils.
1 1
Table 4. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from the Alluvial Area of
the Red River. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil No. of Percentage i3f !samples testing in the following ranges:
Texture Samples < 4.9 5.0- 5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Average*
70
2268
1781
0
0
0
0
4
3
1
2
14 33
8 15
6 21
7 18
11
13
22
17
38
61
50
56
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
Coarse
Mficl i-UTTl
70
2268
30
11
35 21
26 25
14
38
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
Fine 1781 6_ 28 25 41
Average* 9 27 25 39
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 70 70-140 140-280 > 280
Coarse
Medium
70
2268
0
0
7 43
2 18
50
80
< 140 140-280 280-450 >450
Fine 1781 0_ 2 5 93
Average* 0 2 13 85
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 110 110-165 165-220 >220
Coarse
Medium
70
2268
27
20
41 16
40 25
16
15
<160 160-240 240-320 > 320
Fine 1781 20 34 27 19
Avsrase* 20 37 26 17
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil No. of
Samples
< 60 60-120 120-180 > 180
Texture
Coarse
Medium
70
2268
14
6
42 33
21 41
11
32
< 80 80-160 160-240 > 240
Fine
Average*
1781 14
10
34 37
27 39
15
24
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 5 . -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from the Alluvial Area of the
Mississippi River. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Texture Samples < 4.9 5.0 -5. 4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5 -6.9 > 6.9
Coarse 1 J 4 10 16 21 12 37
Medium 2372 3 13 25 27 15 17
Fine 5908 3 12 28 33 14 10
Average" 3 12 27 31 15 12
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil No. of <700 700-1400 1400-2800 >2800
Texture Samples
Coarse 73 12 00 15
Medium 2372 5 22 59 14
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 >4000
Fine 5908 3_ 43 39 15
Average* 4 37 44 15
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil No. of < 70 70-140 140-280 >280
Texture Samples
Coarse 73 4 7 30 59
Medium 2372 1 2 20 77
<140 140-280 280-450 > 450
__ __
Fine 5908 1_ 2 13 84
Average* 1 2 15 82
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil No. of < 110 110-165 165-220 > 220
Texture Samples
Coarse 73 21 16 27 36
Medium 2372 34 31 18 17
< 160 160-240 240-320 > 320
Fine 5908 38 29 18 15
Average* 37 29 18 16
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-180 > 180
Texture Samples
Coarse 73 8 8 22 62
Medium 2372 24 15 16 45
<80 80-160 160-240 > 240
Fine 5908 34 28 23 15
Average* 31 24 21 24
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 6. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from the Alluvial Area of
the Ouachita River. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Texture Samples < 4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Coarse 308 11 20 27 22 15 5
Medium 2702 5 17 25 29 19 5
Fine 995 _23_
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
Average* 10
__
24 25 17 5_
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil No. of < 700 700-1400 " 1400-2800 > 2800
Texture Samples parts per million
Coarse 308 64 25 9 2
Medium 2702 43 41 14 2
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Fine 995 29 46 17 8
Average* 41 41 14 4
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil No. of < 70 70-140 140-280 >280
Texture Samples Parts per million
Coarse 308 8 35 43 14
Medium 2702 3 24 51 22
< 140 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
Fine 995
_____
_i9_ _____
Average* 3 21 45 31
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil No. of <110 110-165 ~
" 165-220 >220
Texture Samples Parts per million
Coarse 308 33 37 18 12
Medium 2702 26 38 23 13
^160 160-240 240-320 > 320
parts per million
Fine 995
_____
____
____
____
Average* 28 36 22 __
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-180 > 180
Texture Samples Parts per million
Coarse 308 55 31 7 7
Medium 2702 32 44 17 7
<80 80-160 160-240 > 240
parts per million
Fine 995
_____
_27_ ___ —L-
Average* 41 __ 14 _
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 7. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from the Mississippi Terrace
Area. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges*
Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Medium 7158 9 30 28 21 10 2
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 500 500-1000 1000-2000 > 2000
Medium 7158 30 49 18 3
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<50 50-100 100-200 >200
Medium 7158 1 10 49 40
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Texture
No. of
S amp 1 e s
< 100 100-150 150-200 > 200
Medium 7158 37 34 18 11
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Texture
No. of
S amp 1 e s
< 55 55-110 110-165 > 165
Medium 7158 64 25 7 4
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Table 8. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from the Loessial Hill Area.
1964-1967.
A. Soil :Reaction (pH)
Soil No. of Percentage iof samples testing in the following ranges
:
Texture Samples < 4.9 5.0-5 .4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6 .9 >6.9
Coarse
Medium
1136
402
16
9
31
31
27
26
19 7
22 11
0
1
Average* 14 31 27 20 8 0
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 500 500-1000 1000-2000 >2000
Coarse
Medium
1136
402
57
44
31
41
10
13
2
2
Average* 53 34 11 2
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 50 50-100 100-200 >200
Coarse
Medium
1136
402
8
2
33
23
37
48
22
27
Average* 6 31 40 23
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 100 100-150 150-200 > 200
Coarse
Medium
1136
402
51
47
30
32
12
14
7
7
*
Average 50 30 13 7
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 55 55-110 110-165 >165
Coarse
Medium
1136
402
59
80
22
14
7
2
12
4
Average* 64 20 6 10
^Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 9.-
1964
Summary of soil
-1967
.
test results of soil samples from the Coastal Prairie Area.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Texture S amp 1 e s <4.9 5.0 -5. 4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Coarse
Medium
Fine
80
2031
465
6
9
6
28
31
23
34
27
30
14
20
20
5 13
10 3
15 6
Average* 8 29 28 20 11 4
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following range s
:
Soil
Texture
No. of <600 600-1200 1200-2400 > 2400
Coarse
Medium
Fine
80
2031
465
53
37
8_
24
47
35
10
14
41
13
2
16
Average" 32 44 19 5
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following range s
:
Soil
Texture
No. of <60 60-120 120-240 >240
Coarse
Medium
Fine
80
2031
465
5
2
1
39
17
1_
31
43
11
25
38
87
Average* 2 15 37 46
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Texture
No. of <100 100-150 150-200 >200
Coarse
Medium
Fine
80
2031
465
69
68
57
16
22
26
6
6
8
9
4
9
Average* 66 23 6 5
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the follow ing ranges :
Soil
Texture
No. of <35 35-70 70-105 > 105
Coarse
Medium
Fine
80
2031
465
65
78
78
15
14
12
6
4
5
14
4
5
Average* 78 14 4 4
'Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples occurr-
ing in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 10. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from the Flatwoods Area.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil
Texture
No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
S amp 1 e s <4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5- 6.9 >6 .9
Coarse
Medium
4268
535
12
17
25
30
27
25
26 9
20
1
l_
Avpra?e* 13 26 27 25 8 1
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil No. of
Ssmp Igs
< 400 400-800 800-1600 >1600
Texture
Coarse
Medium
4268
j j j
32
34
36
33
29
29
3
4
Average* 32 36 29 3
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil No. of
S snip 1 e s
< 40 40-80 80-160 >160
Texture
Coarse
Medium
4268 3
3
18
16
41
45
38
36
Average * 3 18 41 38
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<80 80-120 120-160 >160
Coarse
Medium
4268
535
38
51
28
24
18
15
16
10
*
Average 39 28 18 15
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<35 35-70 70-105 >105
Coarse
Medium
4268
535
36
46
20
12
9
9
35
33
Average* 37 19 9 35
weignueu dveiage uaocu un ritijutnv-;
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 11. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from the Coastal Plain Area.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Texture Samples <4.9 5.0 -5. 4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5- 6.9 >6.9
Coarse
Medium
4450
153
5
11
19
3b
28
22
28
18
16
10
4
3
Average* 5 20 28 28 15 4
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the follow ing ranges
:
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 300 300-500 500-1000 > 1000
Coarse
Medium
4450
153
27
15
27
27
32
30
14
28
Average" 27 27 32 14
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 30 30-50 50-100 >100
Coarse
Medium
4450
153
5
1
9
2
35
28
51
69
Average
*
5 9 35 51
D
.
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<80 80-120 120-160 >160
Coarse
Medium
4450
153
40
39
30
27
17
18
13
16
Average* 40 30 17 13
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Texture
No. of
S amp 1 e s
< 40 40-80 80-120 >120
Coarse
Medium
4450
153
62
75
21
12
8
7
9
6
Average * 62 21 8 9
'Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 12. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Acadia Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (PH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Area Texture Scinip lcs <4.9 5.0 -5. 4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6. 5-6.9 > 6.9
Coastal Prairie Medium
Fine
Average*
674
141
7
6
7
27
16
25
24
30
25
25
27
26
13
15
13
4
6
4
Miss. Terrace Medium 234 10 30 30 22 8 0
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 600 600-1200 1200-2400 > 2400
Coastal Prairie Medium
Fine
Average*
674
141
28
11
25
57
50
55
13
33
17
2
6_
3
< 500 500-1000 1000-2000 > 2000
Miss. Terrace Medium O O A 25 55 19 1
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 60 60-120 120-240 > 240
Coastal Prairie Medium
Fine
Average*
674
141
2
0
2
10
1
8
39
11
34
49
88
56
< 50 50-100 100-200 > 200
Miss. Terrace Medium 234 0 6 48 46
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 100 100-150 150-200 >200
Coastal Prairie Medium
Fine
Average*
674
141
68
71
68
23
24
23
5
3
5
4
2
4
< 100 100-150 150-200 >200
Miss. Terrace Medium 234 58 25 11 6
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage: Of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
TpYl-nrp
No. of
Samn 1 e s
<35 35-70 70-105 >105
Coastal Prairie Medium 674
Fine 141
Average*
84
89
85
11
5
10
3
4
3
2
2
2
<55 55-110 110-165 >165
Miss. Terrace Medium 234 81 13 3 3
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 13. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Allen Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (PH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the f ol lowing ranges
:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5,.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 > 6.9
Flatwoods Coarse 131 6 41 37 10 6 0
Medium 100 13 41 15 24 6 1
Average* 9 41 27 16 6 1
Coastal Prairie Medium 70 20 38 23 14 5 0
Coastal Plain Coarse 37 3 23 37 23 14 0
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 400 400-800 800-1600 >1600
Area Texture Samples
Flatwoods Coarse 131 74 21 3 2
Medium 100 45 32 19 4
Average* 61 26 10 3
< 600 600-1200 1200-2400 > 2400
parts per million
Coastal Prairie Medium 70 70 23 5 2
< 300 300-500 500-1000 >1000
parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 37 31 34 26 9
Extractable Magnesium
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Sample;
Percentage of
< 40
samples testing in the following ranges
40-80 80-160 >160
parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse 131
Medium 100
Average 33 49 15
<60 ~ 60-120 120-240 > 240
parts per million
Coastal Prairie Medium 70 6 49 33 12
< 30 ~~ 30-50 50-100 >100
parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 37 14 14 46 26
(Continued)
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Table 13 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Allen Parish.
1964-1967.
D. Ex tract able Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following range
Soil Soil No. of < 80 80-120 120-160 >160
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse 131 63 29 6 2
Medium 100 64 27 6 3
Average* 64 28
< 100 100-150 150-200 >200
parts per million
Coastal Prairie Medium 70 81 11 3 5
< 80 80-120 120-160 >160
parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 37 57 31 9 3_
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 35 35-70 70-105 >105
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse 131 67 21 7 5
Medium 100 67 12 6 JJ>_
Average* 67 17 6 10
< 35 35-70 70-105 >105
parts per million
Coastal Prairie Medium 70 83
< 40 40-80 80-120 >120
parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 37 63 31 Q 6_
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 14. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Ascension Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (PH)
Soil Soil No. of
Area Texture Samples
Percentage of s amp 1 es testing in the following ranges
:
<4.9 5.0-5,,4 5 .5-5.9 6.,0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Miss . R. Alluvial Medium 113 0 13 21 31 22 13
Fine 215 0 7 33 38 15 7
Average* 0 9 29 36 17 9
Miss . Terrace Medium 104 4 33 39 19 4 1
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 700 700-1400 1400-2800 >2800
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. R. Alluvial Medium 113 4 19 62 15
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 >4000
parts per million
Fine 215
_2_ 43 46 9
Average* 3 34 52 11
< 500 500-1000 1000-2000 > 2000
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 104 22 41 31 6
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 70 70-140 140-280 >280
Area Texture Samples
Miss. R. Alluvial Medium 113 0 3 13 84
<140 ~" 140-280 280-450 >450
parts per million
Fine 215
_0__ _2_ 11 87
Average* 0 2 12 86
< 50 50-100 100-200 > 200
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 104 0 16 43 41
(Continued)
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Table 14 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Ascension Parish.
1964-1967.
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <110 110-165 165-220 > 220
Area Texture Samples -parts per million- --
Miss. R. Alluvial Medium 113 35 35 21
160-240 240-320
-parts per million-
>320
Fine 215
Average*
Miss. Terrace Medium 104
< 100
73
100-150 150-200 >200
•-parts per million
20
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-180 >180
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. R. Alluvial Medium 113 17 13 13 57
Fine 215
Average*
< 80 80-160 160-240 > 240
--parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 104
< 55
73
55-110 110-165
-parts per million-
13
>165
• Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 15. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Assumption Parish. 1964-1967,
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentc ge of samples testing in the following ranges :
Area Texture S amp 1 e s < 4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.') 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Miss . River
Alluvial
Medium
Fine
Average*
125
590
0
0
0
2 17
1 23
1 22
30
50
46
25
20
21
26
6
10
B. Extractable Calcium
Percenta ge of samples tei ting in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 125 0 3 86 11
<1400 1400-2800 2800-4000
parts per million
> 4000
Fine 590
Average*
Miss. River
Alluvial
Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of < 70 " 70-140 140-280
Area Texture Samples parts per million
> 280
Medium 125
<140 140-280 280-450
parts per million--
> 450
Fine 590
Average*
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of < 110 110-165 165-220
Area Texture Samples parts per million
> 220
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 125 27 52 13
< 160 160-240 240-320
parts per million--
Fine 590
Average*
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-180
Area Texture Samples ; parts per million
>180
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 125 8
< 80 80-160 160-240
parts per million--
> 240
Fine 590
Average*
Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 16. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Avoyelles Parish,
1964-1967.
Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
<^ A Q J . u- J , 4 5.5-5.9 6
,
n f. /, D
.
J- O .
5
S D . 7
Red River Alluvia 1 Coarse 10 0 10 10 10 20 50
Medium 382 1 4 8 11 10 66
Fine 293 0 1_ 6 17 18 58
Average* 1 3 7 14 14 61
Miss. Terrace Medium 512 13 36 28 15 6 2
Miss. R. Alluvial Medium 8 0 28 29 14 0 29
Fine 18 6 22 33 22 6 11
Average* 4 24 32 20 4 16
Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 700 700-1400 1400-2800 >2800
Area Texture Samples - parts per million •
Red R. Alluvial Coarse
Medium
10
382
40
30
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000
—parts per million--
>4000
Fine
Average7
293 63
48
< 500 500-1000 1000-2000 > 2000
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 512 38 46 13 3
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
parts per million
Miss. R. Alluvial Medium 8 28 29 29 14
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Fine 18 11 44 45 0_
Average* 15 39 42 4_
(Continued)
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Table 16 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Avoyelles
Parish. 1964-1967.
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <T0 70-140 140-280 >280
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Red R. Alluvial Coarse 10 0 0 30 70
Medium 382 0 1 16 83
<140 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
Fine 293 0_ 1_ 3_ 96
Average- 0 1 11 88
<50 50-100 100-200 >200
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 512 0 13 55 32
<70 70-140 140-280
— parts per million-
>280
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium
Fine 18
Average*
29
<140 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 110 110-165 165-220 > 220
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Red R. Alluvial Coarse
Medium
10
382
<160 160-240 240-320 >320
parts per million
Fine 293
Average*
<100 100-150 150-200 > 200
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 512 32 37 22 9
< 110 110-165 165-220 >220
parts per million
Miss. River Medium 8 28 29 29 14
Alluvial
<160 160-240 240-320 >320
parts per million
Fine 18 28 28 22 22
Average* 27 27 27 19_
(Continued)
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Table 16 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Avoyelles
Parish. 1964-1967.
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Soil
Area
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-180 >180
Texture Samples parts per million- -•
Red R. Alluvial Coarse
Medium
10
382
40
21
< 80 80-160 160-240 > 240
--parts per million
Fine 293
Average*
< 55 55-110 110-165 > 165
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 512 78 14 4 4
< 60 60-120 120-180 > 180
, parts per million
Miss. R. Alluvial Medium 8 14 43 0 43
< 80 80-160 160-240 > 240
parts per million
Fine 18 66 6_ 17 11
Average* 51 16 13 20_
'^Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 17.-Sumnlary of soil test results of soil samples from Beauregard Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the f 0 1 1 ow ing ranges:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5. 4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6 .9 >6.9
Coastal Plain Coarse 140 6 40 26 19 8 1
Medium 16 13 37 37 13 0 0
Average* 6 40 27 19 7~~ 1
Flatwoods Coarse 118 15 31 28 20 6 0
Medium 59 5 41 26 25 3 0
Average* 12 35 27 21 5 0
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 300 300-500 500-1000 >1000
Area Texture Samples per million-
Coastal Plain Coarse 140 39 23 30 8
Medium 16 37 19 38 6
Average* 39 22 31 8
<400 400-800 800-1600 >1600
per mi 11 ion
-
Flatwoods Coarse 118 50 32 16 2
Medium 59 50 31 17 2_
Average* 50 32 16 0
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 30 30-50 50-100 >100
Area Texture Samples per million-
Coastal Plain Coarse 140 2 10 49
.
39
Medium 16 0 6 31 63
Average* 2 10 46 42
<40 40-80 80-160 >160
per mi 11 ion
Flatwoods Coarse 118 8 32 31 29
Medium 59 5 37 46 12
Average* 7 34 36 23
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <80 80-120 120-160 > 160
Area Texture Samples per million-
Coastal Plain Coarse 140 68 20 6 6
Meditim 16 69 25 6 0
Average* 68 21 6 5
< 80 80-120 120-160 > 160
per miHi on-
Flatwoods Coarse 118 63 22 10 5
Medium 59 76 17 5 2
Average* 68 20 8 4
(Continued)
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Table 17.- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Beauregard
Parish. 1964-1967.
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
S amp 1 e s
< 40 40-80 80-120
per million-
>120
Coastal Plain Coarse
Medium
Average*
140
1
6
59
87
62
18
13
17
14
0
13
9
0
8
< 35 35-70 70-105
per million-
>105
Flatwoods Coarse
Medium
Average*
118
59
55
69
60
19
14
17
10
12
11
16
5
12
"Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
Table 18. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Bienville Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Coastal Plain Coarse 16 13 0 68 13 6 0
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 300 300-500 500-1000 >1000
Coastal Plain Coarse 16 56 31 13 0
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 30 30-50 50-100 > 100
Coastal Plain Coarse 16 19 13 62 6
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 80 80-120 120-160 >160
Coastal Plain Coarse 16 25 50 19 6
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<40 40-80 80-120 >120
Coastal Plain Coarse 16 44 25 6 25
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Table 19. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Bossier Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of
Area Texture Samples < 4 .
9
5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 > 6. 9
Coarse 6 0 0 0 17 0 83
Red R. Alluvial Medium 97 0 4 7 9 7 73
Fine 154 0 1 2 7 20 70
Average* 0 2 4 8 15 71
Coarse 201 3 14 33 29 16 5
Coastal Plain Medium 21 24 24 24 24 4
_0
Average* 5 15 32 28 15 5
Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of < 700 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
Area Texture Samples parts per million --
Red R. Alluvial Coarse
Medium
Fine 154
Average*
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 >4000
parts per million
< 300 300-500 500-1000 > 1000
_--„ parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 201 25 26 36 13
Medium 21 34 33 29 4_
Average* • " 26 27 35 12
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of < 70 70-140 140-280 >280
Area Texture Samples
Red R. Alluvial Coarse 6 0 0 0 100
Medium 97 3 2 8 87
< 140 140-280 ~ 280-450 >450
parts per million
Fine 154
_0_ 1_ _3_ 96
Average* 11 5 93
< 30 30-50 50-100 "~ " > 100
parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 201 4 9 35 52
Medium 21
_0_ 0_ 52 48
Average* 4 8 36 52
(Continued)
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Table 19 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Bossier
Parish. 1964-1967.
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 110 110-165 165-220 > 220
Red R. Alluvial Coar s e
Medium
5
97
o
11
50
34
33
31
17
24
<160 160-240 240-320 > 320
Fine 154 10 36 14
At? PTflOP^friV C J. age 10 35 37 18
< 80 80-120 120-160 > 160
Coa stal Plain Coarse
Medium
201
21
33
28
23
24
28
19
16
29
Average * 33 23 27 17
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges-
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 60 60-120 120-180
per million
-
>180
Rec R. Alluvial Coarse
Medium 97
0
14
17
15
83
45
0
26
<80 80-160 160-240
per mi 11 ion
> 240
Fine 154 8 26 44 22
Average* 10 22 45 23
< 40 40-80 80-120
per million-
>120
Coe stal Plain Coarse
Medium
201
21
75
75
16
10
5
10
4
5
Average* 75 15 6 4
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 20. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Caddo Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of
Area Texture Samples < 4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Red R. Alluvial Coarse 6 0 0 17 17 0 66
Medium 333 0 0 5 6 4 85
Fine 434 0 0 5 12 24 59
Average* 0 0 5 9 15 71
Coastal Plain Coarse 430 4 13 23 30 21 9
Medium 32 0 25 29 17 29 0
Average* 4 14 23 29 21 9
Extractable Calcium
Percentage of "samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No, of < 700 700-1400 1400-2800 >2800
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Red R. Alluvial Coarse
Medium
6
333
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000
parts per million
> 4000
Fine 434
Average*
< 300 300-500 500-1000 >1000
parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 430 25 27 31 17
Medium 32 0_ 21 25 54
Average* 23 27 31 19
Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No, of < 70 70-140 140-280 >280
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Red R. Alluvial Coarse
Medium
6
333
< 140 140-280 280-450
parts per million--
>450
Fine 434
Average*
< 30 30-50 50-100
parts per million-
Coastal Plain Coarse 430 6 10 42 42
Medium 32
_0_ 0_ 25 75
Average* 6 9__ 41 44
(Continued)
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Table 20 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Caddo
Parish. 1964-1967.
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges :
Soil No. of < 110 110-165 165-220 >220Soil
Area Texture Samples parts per million-
Red R. Alluvial Coarse 6 17 33 17 ii
Medium 333 14 39 27 20
< 160 160-240 240-320 >320
parts per million
Fine
Average'
434 22 37 25 _16_
18 38 26 18
< 80 80-120 120-160 > 160
parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 430 38 29 18 15
Medium 32 13 46 21 _20_
Average* 37 30 18 15
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
" ~ „~
< 60 60-120
per
120-180 >180
Red R. Alluvial Coarse
Medium
6
333
17
1
17
13
33
52
33
34
< 80 80-160
per
160-240 >240
Fine 434 10 24 42 24
Average* 6 19 47 28
<40 40-80
per
80-120 >120
Coastal Plain Coarse
Medium
430
32
71
63
18
21
5
4
6
12
Average * 70 18 5 7
^Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 21 . -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Calcasieu Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges :
Soil Soil No. of
*
Area Texture Samples < 4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Coastal Prairie Coarse 37 11 22 28 17 3 19
Medium 252 10 29 24 23 12 2
Fine 28 4 15 25 22 30 4
Average* 9 28 24 23 12 4
Flatwoods Coarse 30 3 33 20 28 3 13
Medium 9 44 23 22 11 0 0
Average* 12 31 21 23 3 10
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges :
Soil Soil No. of < 600 600-1200 ' 1200-2400 > 2400
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Prairie Coarse 37 53 22 11 14
Medium 252 49 31 19 1
Fine 28 4_ 22 41 33
Average* 46 29 20 5
< 400 ~ 400-800
"~ 800-1600 > 1600
parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse 30 40 30 23 7
Medium 9 34 33 22 11
Average* 38 31 23 8
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges :
Soil Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-240 > 240
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Prairie Coarse 37 6 47 28 19
Medium 252 8 26 38 28
Fine 28
_0_ 0_ 7_ 93
Average* 7 26 34 33
< 40 40-80 80-160 > 160
parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse 30 7 13 47 33
Medium 9 _0_ 22 56 22
Average* 5 15 49 31
(Continued)
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Table 21 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Calcasieu
Parish. 1964-1967.
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 100 100-150 150-200 > 200
Area Texture Samples - parts per million
Coastal Prairie Coarse 37 78 14 0 8
Medium 252 85 9 3 3
Fine 28 67 7 15 11
Average* 83 9 4 4
< 80 80-120 120-160 >160
per
Flatwoods Coarse 30 57 23 3 17
Medium 9 67 22 0 11
Average* 59 23 3 15
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil I . of < 35 35-70 70-105 > 105
Area Texture Samples per
Coastal Prairie Coarse 37 69 8 6 17
Medium 252 79 10 3 8
Fine 28 70 4 4 22
Average* 78 9 3 10
Flatwoods Coarse 30 84 4 4 8
Medium 9 89 0 0 11
Average* 85 3 3 9
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 22. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Caldwell Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Percentage of s amp 1 e s testing in the following ranges;
Soil Soil No. of
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5..4 5.5--5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Ouachita River Coarse 35 21 32 26 6 15 0
Alluvial Medium 285 8 22 26 28 15 1
Fine 84 15 27 23 14 19 2
Averager- 11 24 25 23 16 1
Coastal Plain Coarse 56 12 40 23 19 4 2
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
Ouachita River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
35
285
68
40
23 6
46 13
3
1
<1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Fine 84 21 54 15 10
Average* 39 46 13 2
< 300 300-500 500-1000 >1000
parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 56 27 48 17 8
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges :
Soil Soil No. of < 70 70-140 140-280 > 280
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Ouachita River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
35
285
< 140 140-280 280-450
parts per million--
Fine
Average-
84
< 30 30-50 50-100 >100
parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 56 2 8 53 37
(Continued)
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Table 22 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Caldwell
Parish. 1964-1967
D. Extractable Potassium
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges :
<110 110-165 165-220 >220
parts per million
Ouachita River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
35
285
< 160 160-240 240-320
parts per million--
>320
Fine 84
Average*
25
35
< 80 80-120 120-160
parts per million--
> 160
Coastal Plain Coarse 56 37 15 13
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Soil
Area
. percentage of samples testing in the following ranges :
Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-180 >180
Texture Samples parts per million
Ouachita River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
35
285
< 80 80-160 160-240
parts per million--
>240
Fine 84
Average*
< 40 40-80 80-120
parts per million-
>120
Coastal Plain 56 79 15
--Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 23. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Cameron Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
Percentage of sarnples testing in the following ranges;
< 4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6. 0-6.4 6.5-6.91 >6.9
Coastal Prairie Coarse 14 7 29 50 0 14 0
Medium 52 10 37 25 12 6 10
Fine 17 3 12 18 12 34 18
Average* 8 31 28 10 13 10
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <600 600-1200 1200-2400 > 2400
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Prairie Coarse 14 50
Medium 52 42
Fine 17 6_
Average* 36
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-240 >240
Area Texture Samples
Coastal Prairie Coarse 14 0 43 36 21
Medium 52 0 19 41 40
Fine 17
_0_ 0 6 94
Average* 0 19 33 48
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 100 100-150 150-200 > 200
Area Texture Samples
Coastal Prairie Coarse 14 72 7 21 0
Medium 52 59 25 10 6
Fine 17 35 29 12 24
Average* 56 24 12 8
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <35 35-70 70-105 > 105
Area Texture Samples part s per million--
Coastal Prairie Coarse 14 86 7 0 7
Medium 52 74 12 8 6
Fine 17 53 24 17 6
Average
*
72 14 8 6
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 24. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Catahoula Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples <4.9 5.0-5 .4 5.5-5. 9 6.0-6.4 6 5-6. 9 >6.9
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
Fine
3
55
250
0
9
21
33
22
40
-5->
22
23
0
18
12
34
18
2
0
11
2
Average* 19 36 23 13 5 4
Ouachita River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
Fine
10
74
114
0
13
15
72
16
35
14
29
24
0
14
8
14
12
4
0
16
14
Average* 13 30 25 10 8 14
Miss. Terrace Medium 86 6 31 45 15 3 0
B. Extract able Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800 >2800
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
3
55
33
11
0
24
33
54
34
11
<1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 >4000
Fine 250 5_ 39 42 14
Average* 6 36 44 14
< 700 700-1400
parts
1400-2800 >2800
Ouachita River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
10
74
72
27
14
40
14
21
0
12
< 1400 1400-2800
parts
2800-4000 > 4000
Fine 114 16 36 34 14
Average* 23 36 29 12
< 500 500-1000 1000-2000 > 2000
Miss. Terrace Medium 86 28 63 9 0
(Continued)
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Table 24.- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Catahoula
Parish. 1964-1967.
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<70 70-140 140-280 > 280
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
3
55
33
4
0 33
5 27
34
64
< 140 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
Fine 250 1_ 2_ 7_ 90
Average* 2 3 11 84
Ouachita River Coarse 10
Alluvial Medium 74
Fine 114
Average*
Miss. Terrace Medium 83
< 70
< 140
< 50
70-140 140-280
parts per million--
140-280 280-450
parts per million--
50-100 100-200
parts per million--
14
>280
>450
>200
19
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of < 110 110-165 165-220 > 220
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse 3
Medium 55
Fine 250
Average*
< 160
33
160-240 240-320
parts per million--
> 320
< 110 110-165 ~ 165-220 '~ > 220
parts per million-
Ouachita River Coarse 10 100 0 0 0
Alluvial Medium 74 43 29 19 9
< 160 160-240 240-320 >320
parts per million
Fine 114 23 50 22 5
Average* 34 39 20 7
< 100 100-150 150-200 > 200
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 86 39 44 13 4_
(Continued)
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Table 24 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Catahoula
Parish. 1964-1967.
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 60 60-120 120-180 > 180
Miss. River Coarse 3 33 0 33 34
Alluvial Medium 55 38 24 20 18
< 80 80-160 160-240 > 240
parts per million
Fine 250 68 26 4_ 2_
Average* 63 25 7 5
< 60 60-120 120-180 > 180
parts per million
Ouachita River Coarse 10 86 0 14 0
Alluvial Medium 74 63 30 4 3
< 80 80-160 160-240 > 240
parts per million
Fine 114 70 22 7_ 1_
Average* 68 24 6 2
< 55 55-110 110-165 > 165
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 86 25 55 11 9
-'Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 25. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Claiborne Parish.
1964-1967.
Soil
Area
Soil Reaction (pH)
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil No. of
~
Texture Samples <4.9 5. 0-5, 4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 > 6.9
Coastal Plain Coarse 12 25 50 17
Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 300 300-500 ~ 500-1000 >1000
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 12 42 25 33
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 30 30-50 50-100 > 100
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 12 17 42 41 0
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 80 80-120 120-160 >160
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 12 8 59 8 25
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <40 40-80 80-120 >120
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 12 50 17 33
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Table 26 . -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Concordia Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of
Area Texture Samples; <4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.i
Miss. River Coarse 3 33 34 33 0 0 0
Alluvial Medium 134 0 7 30 42 11 10
Fine 185 1 17 42 31 6 3
Average* 1 13 37 35 8 6
Red R. Alluvial Fine 9 0 0 0 33 0 67
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <700 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River Coarse 3 0 100 0 0
Alluvial Medium 134 0 26 69 5
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Fine 185 0_ 46 39 15
Average* 0 38 51 11
Red R. Alluvial Fine 9 0 0 0 100
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 70 70-140 140-280 >280
Area Texture Samples
Miss. River Coarse 3 0 0 100 0
Alluvial Medium 134 0 1 38 61
< 140 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
Fine 185 1_ 3_ 20 76
Average* 12 28 69
Red R. Alluvial Fine 9 0 0 0 100
(Continued)
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Table 26 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Concordia
Parish. 1964-1967.
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 110 110-165 165-220 > 220
Area Texture Samples
Miss. River Coarse 3 0 33 67 0
134 25 40 30
Red R. Alluvial
Fine 185
Average*
Fine 9
< 160 160-240 240-320
parts per million--
> 320
41
36
100
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-180 > 180
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse 3
Medium 134
Fine 185
Average*
Red R. Alluvial Fine 9
< 80 80-160 160-240
parts per million--
> 240
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 27. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from DeSoto Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6 0-6.4 6.5-6.9 > 6.9
Coastal Plain Coarse 355 1 8 23 32 29 7
Medium 9 0 13 0 50 13 24
Average* 1 8 23 32 29 7
Red R. Alluvial Medium 8 0 0 33 50 17 0
Fine 23 0 0 9 52 17 22
Average* 0 0 15 52 17 16
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <300 300-500 500-1000 > 1000
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 355 20 23 38 19
Medium 9 0 0 38 62
Average* 20 23
< 700 ~ 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
parts per million
Red R. Alluvial Medium 8 0 67 33
<1400 1400-2800 2800-4000
parts per million
Fine 23 17 66 13 4
Average* 13 65 19 3
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <30 30-50 50-100 >100
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 355 3 9 33 55
Medium 9 0 0 0_ 100_
Average* 3 9 32 56
< 70 70-140 140-280 > 280
parts per million
Red R. Alluvial Medium 8 0 0 17 83
< 140 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
Fine 23
_0_ 0 17 83
Average* 0 0 16 84
(Continued)
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Table 27 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from DeSoto
Parish. 1964-1967.
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 80 80-120 120-160 > 1 60
Area Texture Samples per
Coastal Plain Coarse 355 28 34 21 17
Medium 9 24 13 25 38
Average^ 28 34 21
< 110 110-165
per
165-220 > 220
Red R. Alluvial Medium 8 33 50 17 0
< 160 160-240
per
240-320 > 320
Fine 23 30 48 22 0
Average* 32 48 20 0
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 40 40-80 80-120 > 1 20
Area Texture Samples per
Coastal Plain Coarse 355 53 25 12 10
Medium 9 37 13 50 0
Average* 52 25 13 10
< 60 60-120 120-180 >180
per
Red R. Alluvial Medium 8 0 100 0 0
< 80 80-160 160-240 >240
per
Fine 23 35 61 4 0
Average* 26 71 3 0
^Weighted average ba"sed on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 28. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from East Baton Rouge Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (PH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges :
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5. 0-5 4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 > 6.9
Miss. Terrace Medium 512 7 24 24 24 17 4
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium
Fine
4
60
0
7
34
0
0 33
23 44
0
23
33
3
Average* 6 3 22 42 22 5
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 500 500-1000 1000-2000 > 2000
Miss. Terrace Medium 512 28 51 17 4
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 4 33 0 34 33
<1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
„,• 1 1 ,• „„
Fine 60 3 24 65 8
Average* 5 22 64 9
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 50 50-100 100-200 > 200
Miss. Terrace Medium 512 1 18 45 36
< 70 70-140 140-280 >280
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 4 33 0 0 67
< 140 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
Fine 60
_2_ _3_ 15 80
Average* 3 3 14 80
(Continued)
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Table 28 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from East Baton
Rouge Parish. 1964-1967.
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <100 100-150 150-200 > 200
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 512 73 18 4 5
< 110 110-165 165-220 > 220
parts per million
Miss. River Medium 4 33 67 0 0
Alluvial
<160 ' 160-240 240-320 >320
parts per million
Fine 60 15 32 36 17
Average* 16 34 34 16_
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
< 55 55-110 110-165 >165
Miss. Terrace Medium 512 83 11 2 4
< 60 60-120 120-180 >180
parts per million
Miss. River Medium 4 33 0 0 67
Alluvial
<80 ~ 80-160 160-240 > 240
parts per million
Fine 60
_8_ 47 37 8
Average* 9 44 34 13
Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 29 . -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from East Carroll Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
No. of
Area Texture Samples < 4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Miss. River Coarse 8 0 13 0 25 0 62
Alluvial Medium 67 0 2 0 30 28 40
Fine 185 0 2 16 40 20 22
Average* 0 2 12 36 22 28
Soil
Area
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following
Soil No. of < 700 700-1400 1400-2800
Texture Samples parts per million
> 2800
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
25
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000
parts per million
> 4000
Fine
Average*
185
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 70 70-140 140-280
Area Texture Samples parts per million
>280
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse 8
Medium 67
< 140 140-280 280-450
parts per million--
>450
Fine
Average*
185
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following
Soil Soil No. of < 110 110-165 165-220
Area Texture Samples parts per million
>220
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse 8
Medium 67
Fine
Average*
185
< 160 160-240 240-320
parts per million--
> 320
Extractable Phosphorus
ranges
:
Percentage of samples testing in the following
Soil Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-180
Area Texture Samples parts per million
>180
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse 8
Medium 67
Fine
Average*
185
< 80 80-160 160-240
parts per million--
> 240
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil s£
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 30. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from East Feliciana Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5.,4 5.5-5.'? 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 > 6.9
Loessial Hills Coarse 110 5 17 34 25 17 2
Medium 347 6 30 24 25 13 2
Average* 6 27 26 25 14 2
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil Soil No. of <500 500-1000 1000-2000 > 2000
Area Texture Samples per mi 11 ion
-
Loessial Hills Coarse 110 44 40 16 0
Medium 347 39 45 14 2
Average* 40 44 15 1
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of <50 50-100 100-200 >200
Area Texture Samples
Loessial Hills Coarse 110 0 25 53 22
Medium 347 2 19 52 27
Average* 2 21 52 25
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of <100 100-150 150-200 > 200
Area Texture Samples per million-
Loessial Hills Coarse 110 46 42 9 3
Medium 347 47 35 12 6
Average* 47 35 12 6
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 55 55-110 110-165 >165
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Loessial Hills Coarse 110 84 13 3 0
Medium 347 85 10 1 4
Average* 85 11 1 3
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 31. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Evangeline Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Miss. Terrace Medium 478 10 29 30 21 7 3
Coastal Prairie Medium 165 6 24 37 24 7 2
Fine 8 25 0_ 38 12 25 _0_
Average* 6 23 37 24 8 2
Flatwoods Coarse 8 17 67 0 16 0 0
Medium 12 17 33 25 17 8 0
Average* 17 48 15 15 5 0
Red R. Alluvial Medium 15 0 0 18 9 36 37
Fine 7
_0_ 0_ 0_ 14 43 43
Average* 0 0 14 9 36 41_
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 500 500-1000 1000-2000 > 2000
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 478 41 49 8 2
< 600 600-1200 1200-2400 > 2400
parts per million
41 52 6 1
38 37 25 _0
41 51 7 1
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
parts per million
Red R. Alluvial Medium 15 18 37 27 18
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Fine 7 0_ 29 57 14
Average* 10 36 36 18
< 400 400-800 800-1600 >1600
parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse 8 50 33 0 17
Medium 12 67 33 0 0
Average* 60 35 0 5_
(Continued)
Coastal Prairie Medium 165
Fine 8
Average*
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Table 31.- (Continued) Summary of
Parish. 1964-1967.
soil test results of soil samples from Evangeline
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of < 50 50-100 100-200 > 200
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 478 2 19 58
<60 60-120 120-240
parts per mil lion
-
Coastal Prairie Medium 165 0 26 50
Fine 8 13 0_ 25
Average* 1 24 49
<~70 70-140 140-280
parts per million-
Red River Medium 15 0 0 18
Alluvial
< 140 140-280 280-450
parts per million-
Fine 7 0_ 0_ 0_
Average* 0 0 14
< 40 40-80 80-160
parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse 8 0 33 50 17
Medium 12 0_ 17 67 16
Average* 0 25 60 15
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of < 100 ' 100-150 150-200
Area Texture Samples parts per million-
Miss. Terrace Medium 478 "51 33 11
< 100 100-150 150-200
parts per million-
Coastal Prairie Medium 165 63 27 7
Fine 8 75 25 0_
Average* 64 26 7
< 110 110-165 165-220
parts per million-
Red River Medium 15 27 55 18
Alluvial
< 160 160-240 240-320
parts per million-
Fine 7 14 43 14
Average* 23 50 18
< 80 80-120 120-160
parts per million-
Flatwoods Coarse 8 50 33 17
Medium 12 42 50 8_
Average* 45 45 10
(Continued)
21
>240
> 280
82
> 450
100
>160
> 200
> 200
> 220
> 320
>160
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Table 31 . -(Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Evangeline
Parish. 1964-1967.
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 55 55-110 110-165 > 165
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 478 79 17 2 2
< 35 35-70 70-105 > 105
parts per million
Coastal Prairie Medium 165 76 18 4 2
Fine 8 88 12 0 0
Average* 76 18 4 2
<~60 60-120 120-180 >T80"
parts per million
Red R. Alluvial Medium 15 0 55 36 9
< 80 80-160 160-240 >24b~
parts per million
Fine 7 29 42 29 _0
Average* 9 54 32 5
< 35 35-70 70-105 >105
parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse 8 100 0 0 0
Medium 12 _42 33 17 8
Average* 65 20 10 5
'Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 32. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Franklin Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of s amples testing in the following ranees:
Arej Texture S amp 1 e s < 4 . 9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.!) 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 > 6.9
Miss. Terrace Medium 1561 7 28 26 24 13 2
Miss • Rivsr Medium 10 o 20 40 10 20 10
Alluvial Fine 97 1 18 29 38 10 4
Average* 1 18 30 35 11 5
Ouachita River Coarse 18 0 17 32 28 17 6
Alluvial Medium 7 0 29 0 57 14 0
Fine 29 10 21 17 42 7 3
Average * 6 20 18 39 13 4
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of s amples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 500 500-1000 1000-2000 >2000
Area Texture Samples per million-
Miss. Terrace Medium 1561 24 57 16 3
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800
per million-
>2800
Miss. River Medium 10 0 30 40 30
Alluvial
< 1400 " 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Fine 97
_2_ 34 43 21
Average* 2 34 43 21
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
parts per million
Ouachita River Coarse 18 56 44 0 0
Alluvial Medium 7 0 29 71 0
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Fine 29 17 66 10 7
Average* 27 54 15 4
(Continued)
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Table 32.- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Franklin
Parish. 1964-1967.
Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <50 50-100 100-200 >200
Area Texture Samples parts per million-
Miss. Terrace Medium 1561 0 6 51 43
< 70 70-140 140-280 >280
parts per million
Miss. River Medium 10 0 0 30 70
Alluvial
< 140 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
Fine 97 0_ 1_ 38 61
Average* 0 1 37 62
< 70 70-140 140-280
parts per million-
Ouachita River Coarse 18 0 22 72 6
Alluvial Medium 7 0 0 86 14
< 140 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
Fine 29 0_ 10 59 31
Average* 0 13 67 20
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 100 100-150 150-200 > 200
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 1561 24 37 25 14
< 110 110-165 165-220 > 220
parts per million
Miss. River Medium 10 40 40 0 20
Alluvial
< 160 160-240 240-320 > 320
parts per million
Fine 97 17 24 20 39
Average* 19 25 19 37
< 110 110-165 165-220 > 220
parts per million
Ouachita River Coarse 18 11 39 33 17
Alluvial Medium 7 42 29 29 0
<160 160-240 240-320 > 320
parts per million
Fine 29 38 17 28 17
Average* 30 25 30 15
(Continued)
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Table 32 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Franklin
Parish. 1964-1967.
Soil
Area
Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil No. of < 55 55-110 110-165 >165
Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 1561 50 37 10
< 60 60-120 120-180 >180
— parts per million
Miss. River
Alluvial
10 70 30
< 80 80-160 160-240 > 240
—parts per million
Fine 97
Average*
< 60 ~ 60-120 120-180 > 180
parts per million
Ouachita River Coarse 18 39 55 6 0
Alluvial Medium 7 86 14 0 0
< 80 80-160 160-240 > 240
parts per million
Fine 29 73 24 3
_0
Average * 62! 34 4 0_
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 33. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Grant Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Area Texture Samples < 4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Coastal Plain Coarse 334 6 20 33 26 13 2
Medium 10 17 66 0 0 0 17
Average* 6 21 32 25 13 3
Red River Coarse 12 0 0 0 64 9 27
Alluvial Medium 175 0 2 15 29 14 40
Fine 104 0 0 9 35 22 34
Average* 0 1 14 34 15 36
Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 300 300-500 500-1000 > 1000
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 334
Medium 10
Average* 30 33 27 10
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800 >2800
parts per million
Red River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
12
175 20
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Fine 104
Average*
Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 30 30-50 50-100 >100
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 334
Medium 10
Average* 37 52
< 70 70-140 140-280 > 280
parts per million
Red River Coarse 12 0 0 73 27
Alluvial Medium 175 0 6 25 69
<"l40 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
Fine 104
_0_ 1_ _5_ _94
Average* 0 4 20 76
(Continued)
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Table 33 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Grant Parish.
1964-1967.
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <80 80-120 120-160 > 160
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 334
Medium 10
Average* 54 27
< 110 " 110-165 165-220 >220
parts per million
Red River Coarse 12 27 55 9 9
Alluvial Medium 175 23 43 22 12
< 160 160-240 240-320 > 320
parts per million
Fine 104 27 41 22 10
Average* 24 43 22 11
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
Percentage
< 40
of samples testing in the following ranges
40-80 80-120 >120
parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 334
Medium 10
Average* 80 10
< 60 60-120 120-180 >180
parts per million
Red River Coarse 12 27 46 27 0
Alluvial Medium 175 13 24 36 27
<80 80-160 160-240 > 240
parts per million
Fine 104 27 38 23 12
Average* 19 30 31 20_
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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GENERAL SOIL AREAS IN LOUISIANA
GENTLY SLOPING TO HILLY COASTAL PLAIN—Shubuta, Rus-
ton, Bowie, Lucy, Troup, Kirvin, Nacogdoches, Susquehanna,
Ora, Sawyer, Boswell, etc., with Cahaba, Prentiss, Stough
LOESSIAL HILLS AND MISSISSIPPI TERRACES—Olivier, Lor-
ing, Memphis, Providence, Lexington, Calhoun, Jeanerette, etc.,
with Cascilla, Waverly, Collins
FLATWOODS AREAS—Caddo, Beauregard, Acadia, Frost, Cal-
houn, Zachary, Wrightsville, etc., with Bibb, Waverly
1 COASTAL PRAIRIES—Crowley, Midland, with Beaumont, Ber
W nard, Acadia
1 RECENT ALLUVIUM (MISSISSIPPI RIVER ALLUVIAL SOILS)
—
Sharkey, Mhoon, Commerce, Tunica, etc., with Cypremort, Dun-
-* dee, Baldwin, Iberia, Jeanerette
-i RECENT ALLUVIUM (ALLUVIAL SOILS OF THE RED AND
OUACHITA RIVERS)—Moreland, Norwood, Yahola, Perry, Port-
land, etc., with Gallion, Hebert, Pulaski
COASTAL MARSHLANDS—Marsh Peats, Mucks, Clays, and
Harris, with Swamp Peats, Mucks, and Clays
Compiled by S. A. Lytle, Associate Professor, Department of Agronomy, Louisiana Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, Baton Rouge, La. OCTOBER 1968
ible 34. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Iberia Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction ( PH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5. 4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium
Fine
Average*
308
731
8 22
8 15
8 17
24 24
24 21
24 22
14
15
15
8
17
14
Miss. Terrace Medium 168 21 30 30 13 4 2
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800 >2800
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 308 17 35 36 12
<1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 >4000
Fine
Average*
731 8
11
43 33
40 34
16
15
< 500 500-1000 1000-2000 >2000
Miss. Terrace Medium 168 33 46 17 4
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<70 70-140 140-280 > 280
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 308 0 7 27 66
<140 140-280 280-450 >450
Fine 731 0_ 3 16 81
Average* 0 4 19 77
<50 50-100 100-200 >200
Miss. Terrace Medium 168 0 9 34 57
D. Extractable Potassium
p on-^ 0r,t- a cm of samnle.fi testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 110 110-165 165-220 >220
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 308 71 21 3 5
<160 160-240 240-320 > 320
Fine 731 70 19 7 4_
Average* 70 20 6 4
< 100 100-150 150-200 > 200
Miss. Terrace Medium 168 65 22 10 3
(Continued)
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Table 34.- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Iberi;
Parish. 1964-1967.
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samp les testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-180
Area Texture Samples parts per million-
Miss. River Medium 308 76 15 5
Alluvial
>180
< 80 80-160 160-240 >240
parts per million
Fine 731 76 20 2 2
Average* 76 18 3 3
< 55 55-110 110-165 >165
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 168
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
Table 35. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Iberville Parish
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (PH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5 .4 5.5-5. 9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium
Fine
Average*
179
339
0 6
1 1
1 3
22
20
21
35
51
45
20
23
22
17
4
8
B. Extractable Calcium
Soil
Area
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800
per million-
>2800
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 179 0 14 75 11
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000
per million-
>4000
Fine 339 1_ 47 40 12
Average* 1 36 51 12
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples tes;ting in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 70 70-140 140-280
per million-
>280
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 179 0 0 15 85
< 140 140-280 280-450
per million-
>450
Fine 339 0_ 1_ 18 81
Average* 0 1 17 82
(Continued)
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Table 35.- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Iberville
Parish. 1964-1967.
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 110 110-165 165-220 > 220
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River Medium 179 23 50 16 11
Alluvial
< 160 160-240 240-320 >320
parts per million
Fine 339 29 41 21 9
Average* 27 44 19 10
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-180 >180
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River Medium 179 1 2 24 73
Alluvial
< 80 80-160 160-240 > 240
parts per million
Fine 339 1_ 19 54 26
Average* I 13 44 42
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
Table 36. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Jackson Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
< 4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Coastal Plain Coarse 28 4 21 18 25 18 14
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 300 300-500 500-1000 >1000
Coastal Plain Coarse 28 21 36 18 25
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 30 30-50 50-100 >100
Coastal Plain Coarse 28 32 7 36 25
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 80 80-120 120-160 > 160
Coastal Plain Coarse 28 21 44 21 14
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 40 40-80 80-120 > 120
Coastal Plain Coarse 28 29 25 14 32
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Table 37. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Jefferson Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the :following ranges
:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium
Fine
Average*
6
16
0 0 0
0 13 37
0 9 28
20
19
18
40
18
27
40
13
18
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800
per million'
>2800
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 6 0 0 60 40
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Fine 16 0_ 24 38 38
Average* 0 18 46 36_
C. Extractable Magnesium
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
< 70 70-140 140-280 > 280
Miss. River Medium 6 0 0 0 100
Alluvial
< 140 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
Fine 16 0_ 0_ 0_ 100
Average* 0 0 0 100
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 110 110-165 165-220 > 220
Area Texture Samples - -parts per million--
Miss. River Medium 6 20 60 0 20
Alluvial
.
< 160 160-240 240-320 > 320
parts per million
Fine 16 25 19 31 25
Average* 23 31 23 2_3
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
< 60 60-120 120-180 > 180
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 6 0 0 0 100
< 80 80-160 160-240 > 240
Fine 16 13 25 31 31
Average* 9 18 23 50
Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 38 . -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Jefferson Davis Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.'0-5..4 5.5-5. 9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Coastal Prairie Coarse 12 0 38 38 24 0 0
Medium 384 13 39 30 12 4 2
Fine 84 12 36 33 11 4 4
Average* 13 38 31 12 4 2
Flatwoods Coarse 5 20 60 0 0 0 20
Medium 19 37 37 21 0 5 0
Average* 33 42 17 0 4 4
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges;
Soil Soil No. of < 600 600-1200 1200-2400 > 2400
Area Texture Samples parts per million-
Coastal Prairie Coarse 12 88 12 0 0
Medium 384 50 37 11 2
Fine 84 7_ 32 52 9
Average* 44 35 18 3
< 400 400-800 800-1600 >1600
per million-
Flatwoods Coarse 5 60 20 0 20
Medium 19 69 26 0 5_
Average* 67 25 0 8
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-240 >240
Area Texture Samples per million-
Coastal Prairie Coarse 12 0 24 63 13
Medium 384 2 30 44 24
Fine 84 0 2_ 6_ 92
Average* 2 25 38 35
< 40 40-80 80-160
per million-
> 160
Flatwoods Coarse 5 0 60 40 0
Medium 19 0 16 63 21
Average" 0 25 58 17
(Continued)
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Table 38 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Jefferson
Davis Parish. 1964-1967.
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 100 100-150 150-200 >200
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Prairie Coarse 12 100 0 0 0
Medium 384 66 26 5 3
Fine 84 38 40 11 11
Average* 61 27 6 6
<80 ' ' 80-120 120-160 >160
parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse 5 40 20 20 20
Medium 19 69 26 5_ 0
Average* 63 25 8 4
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 35 35-70 70-105 >105
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Prairie Coarse 12 75 25 0 0
Medium 384 78 15 3 4
Fine 84 87 7_ _5_ 1
Average* 80 14 3 3
< 35 35-70 70-105 >105
parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse 5 60 0 20 20
Medium 19 95 5 0_ 0
Average* 88 4 4 4_
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes
.
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Table 39. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Lafayette Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (PH)
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
<4.9 5.0-5 4 5.5-5.9 6 0-6.4 6.5-6.9 > 6.9
Miss. Terrace Medium 265 12 32 20 19 11 6
Miss . River Medium 8 0 0 83 17 0 0
Alluvial Fine 52 4 11 35 21 19 10
Average* 3 10 42 20 17 8
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 500 500-1000 1000-2000 >2000
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 265 36 30 28 6
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800 >2800
parts per million
Miss. River Medium 8 17 50 33 0
Alluvial
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Fine 52 2_ 41 42 15
Average* 3 42 42 13
C. Extractable Magnesium
_
_
___
, Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 50 50-100 100-200 > 200
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 265 2 14 47 37
< 70 70-140 140-280 > 280
parts per million
Miss. River Medium 8 0 17 17 66
Alluvial
< 140 140-280 280-450 >450
parts per million
Fine 52
_0_ 4 19 77
Average* 0 5 18 77_
(Continued)
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Table 39 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Lafayette
Parish. 1964-1967.
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage iof samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
S amp 1 e s
<100 100-150 150-200
per million-
>200
Miss. Terrace Medium 265 JO 26 8 8
< 110 110-165 165-220
per million-
> 220
Miss . River
Alluvial
Medium 3 67 33 0 0
< 160 160-240 240-320
per million-
>320
Fine 52 52 27 19 2
Average* 53 28 17 2
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following rsnges
*
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 55 55-110 110-165
per million-
>165
Miss. Terrace Medium 265 78 14 4 4
< 60 60-120 120-180
per million'
>180
Mis s . River
Alluvial
Medium 8 83 17 0 0
< 80 80-160 160-240
per million
> 240
Fine 52 60 36 0 4
Average* 63 34 0 3
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 40. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Lafourche Parish. 1964-1967,
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
Percent age of samples testing in the following ranges
C4.9 5.0-5 4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 > 6.9
Miss. River Coarse 3 0 0 33 0 34 33
Alluvial Medium 7 6 1 6 21 22 16 34
Fine 185 1 8 24 36 16 15
Average* 1 7 22 29 21 20
B. Extractable Calcium
Soil Soil No. of
Area Texture Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
parts per million-
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse 3
Medium 76
Fine 185
Average*
100
81
<1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Extractable Magnesi
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 70 70-140 140-280 >280
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse 3
Medium 76
Fine 185
Average*
100
98
< 140 140-280 280-450 >450
parts per million
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 110 110-165 165-220 > 220
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse 3
Medium 76
185
< 160 160-240 240-320 >320
parts per million
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
< 60 60-120 120-180 >180
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse 3
Medium 76
Fine 185
Average*
< 80 80-160 160-240 >240
—parts per million
Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 41 . -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from LaSalle Parish,
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture Samples
Percentage of samples testing following ranges
<C 4 . 9 5.0-5 4 5.5-5.9 6 0- 6 .
4
6.5-6.9 > 6.9
Coastal Plain Coarse 89 12 30 22 17 15 4
Medium 5 33 34 33 0 0 0
Average* 13 31 22 16 14 4
Miss. River Medium 2 0 50 50 0 0 0
Alluvial Fine 9 11 56 11 11 0 11
Average* 9 55 18 9 0 9
B. Extractable Calcium
Soil Soil
Area Texture
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
No. of < 300 300-500 500-1000 >1000
Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse
Medium
Average*
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800
parts per million-
> 2800
Miss. River
Alluvial
< 1400
100
1400-2800 2800-4000
parts per million-
>4000
Fine
Average*
Extractable Magnesium
Soil Soil
Area Texture
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
No. of <30 30-50 50-100 > 100
Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse
Medium
Average^
70-140 140-280
--parts per million-
>280
Miss. River Medium
Alluvial
< 140
50
140-280 280-450
parts per million-
50
>450
Fine
Average*
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 80 " 80-120 120-160
Area Texture Samples parts per million-
Coastal Plain Coarse
Medium
Average*
Miss. River
Alluvial
<110 110-165 165-220
parts per million-
50
< 160 160-240 240-320
parts per million-
>160
>220
>320
Fine
Average*
(Continued)
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Table 41.- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from LaSalle
Parish. 1964-1967.
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of <40 40-80
parts per
80-120 >120
Coastal Plain Coarse
Medium
Average*
89
5
85
100
87
8
0
7
1
0
1
6
0
5
< 60 60-120
parts per
120-180 >180
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 2 0 0 100 0
<80 80-160
per
160-240 >240
Fine 9 67 22 11 0_
Average* 55 18 27 0
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
Table 42. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Lincoln Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Area Texture Samples < 4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Coastal Plain Coarse 347 3 9 31 32 22 3
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 300 300-500 500-1000 >1000
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 347 27 27 32 14
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 30 30-50 50-100 MOO
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 347 6 13 33 48
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 80 80-120 120-160 >160
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 347 25 30 25 20
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 40 40-80 80-120 >120
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 347 51 26 10 13
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Table 43. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Livingston Parish.
1964-1967 .
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
Percent;ige of samples testing in the following ranges
:
<4.9 5.0-5.,4 5.5-5.9 6,,0-6.4 6.5-6.9 > 6.9
Flatwoods Coarse 136 7 37 19 21 12 4
Medium 29 28 34 14 17 7 0
Average* 11 36 18 21 11 3
Miss. Terrace Medium 219 11 27 29 20 10 3
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 400 400-800 800-1600 >1600
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse 136 32 34 24 10
Medium 29 34 45 21 0
Average* 33 35 24 8
< 500 500-1000 1000-2000 >2000
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 219 37 43 18 2
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 40 40-80 80-160 >160
Area Texture Samples -- parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse 136 5 15 48 32
Medium 29 1_ 17 34 48
Average* 5 15 45 35
<~50 50-100 100-200 >200
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 219 3 26 42 29_
D. Extractable Potass ium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 80 80-120 120-160
per million-
>160
Flatwoods Coarse 136
Medium 29
Average*
33
59
38
25
10
22
17
17
17
25
14
23
< 100 100-150 150-200 >200
per mi 11 ion
-
Miss. Terrace Medium 219 62 22 10 6
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Tpyfnrp
No. of
S amD 1 e s
< 35 35-70 70-105
per million-
>105
Flatwoods Coarse 136
Medium 29
Average*
32
62
38
7
7
7
7
3
7
54
28
48
< 55 55-110 110-165
per million-
>165
Miss. Terrace Medium 219 60 16 6 18
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 44 . -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Madison Parish. 1964-1967
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil
Area
Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium
Fine
Average*
164
339
Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 700 700-1400 1400-2800 >2800
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 164 15 63 22
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000
parts per million-
>4000
Fine 339
Average*
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <70 70-140 140-280 > 280
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 164 0 24 76
< 140 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
Fine 339
Average*
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 110 110-165 165-220 >220
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 164 18 31 47
< 160 160-240 240-320 >320
parts per million
Fine 339
Average*
Miss. River
Alluvial
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <60 60-120 120-180 >180
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Medium
Fine
164 11 76
<80 80-160 160-240 >240
—parts per million
32 23 34
Average^ 25 48
Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 45. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Morehouse Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (PH)
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No . of
S amp 1 e s
Percentage of s amp 1 (;s testing in the following ranges:
<4.9 5.0-5 4 5 5-5.9 6 0-6.4 6.5-6.9 > 6.9
Ouachita River Coarse 146 18 14 25 24 12 7
Alluvial Medium 1319 5 13 26 29 21 6
Fine 383 26 19 19 17 13 6
Average* 10 14 25 26 19 6
Miss. Terrace Medium 90 6 25 35 14 14 6
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of ~~ < 700 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Ouachita River Coarse 146 66 22 10 2
Alluvial Medium 1319 41 40 17 2
<1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Fine 383 33 41 18
_8
Average* 41 39 17 3
< 500 500-1000 1000-2000 > 2000
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 90 42 48 9 1
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of < 70 70-140 140-280 > 280
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Ouachita River Coarse 146 7 43 38 12
Alluvial Medium 1319 4 24 51 21
<140 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
Fine 383
_2_ 14 25 59
Average* 4 23 45 28
<50 50-100 100-200 > 200
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 90 0 12 52 36
(Continued)
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Table 45 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Morehouse
Parish. 1964-1967.
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
;
Soil Soil No. of < 110 110-165 165-220 >220
Area Texture Samples -parts per million
Ouachita River Coarse 146 35 32 18 15
Alluvial Medium 1319 22 38 25 15
< 160 160-240 240-320 >320
parts per million
Fine 383 30 31 20 19
Average* 25 36 23 16
< 100 100-150 150-200 >200
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 90 19 39 23 19.
Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-180 >180
Texture Samples parts per million
Soil
Area
Ouachita River Coarse
Alluvial Medium
146
1319
< 80 80-160 160-240 > 240
— parts per million
Fine 383
Average*
< 55 55-110 110-165 >165
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 90 67 24 2 7_
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 46. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Natchitoches Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Red River
Alluvial
Coarse 17
Medium 423
Fine 385
Average* 25
Coastal Plain Coarse 208
Medium 10
Average' 21 27 18
Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 700 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Red River
Alluvial
Coarse 17
Medium 423
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Fine
Average*
385
10
<300 300-500 500-1000 > 1000
. parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 208 25 24 31 20
Medium 10 10 0_ 20 70
Average* 24 23 30 23_
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 70 70-140 140-280 >280
Red River Coarse 17 6 0 53 41
Alluvial Medium 423 0 2 20 78
<140 " 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
Fine 385 1_ 1 5 93
Average* 1 2 14 83
< 30 ~'~ 30-50 ™ 50-100 >100
parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 208 3 8 25 64
Medium 10
_0_ _0_ 0_ 100
Average* 3 8 24 65
(Continued)
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Table 46 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Natchitoches
Parish. 1964-1967.
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 110 110-165 165-220 > 220
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Red River Coarse 17 59 18 6 17
Alluvial Medium 423 17 44 28 11
< 160 160-240 240-320 > 320
parts per million
Fine 385 19 38 25 _JL8_
Average* 19 41 26 14
< 80 80-120 120-160 >160
--parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 208 38 33 17 12
Medium 10 20 50 20 _10_
Average* 37 34 17 12.
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-180 >180
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Red River
Alluvial
Coarse 17
Medium 423
< 80 80-160 160-240 > 240
—parts per million
Fine
Average*
385
<40 40-80 80-120 >120
parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 208 73 15 7 5
Medium 10 70 30 0 _JL
Average * 72 16 7 5
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 47. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Orleans Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil
Area
Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Texture Samples < 4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 3
Fine 3
Average^
67
100
83
Miss. River
Alluvial
Extractable Calcium
ranges
:
Percentage of samples testing in the following
Soil Soil No. of <700 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Medium 3
Fine 3
Average*
33 0 67
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 ^4000
parts per million
100
83
Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 70 70-140 140-280 > 280
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium
Fine
Average*
100
< 140 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
100
100
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <110 110-165 165-220 >220
~~
=
Area Texture Samples -- parts per million
Miss-. River
Alluvial
Medium
Fine
Average*
33 0 67
< 160 160-240 240-320 >320
parts per million
100
83
Miss. River
Alluvial
Extractable Phosphorus
ranges
:
Percentage of samples testing in the following
Soil Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-180 >180
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Medium 3
Fine 3
Average*
33 67
80-160 160-240 > 240
— parts per million
100
50
Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 48. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Ouachita Parish. 1964-
1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Ouachita River Coarse 32 0 25 34 16 16 9
Alluvial Medium 642 4 19 24 29 18 6
Fine 159 32 22 17 20 8_
_J_
Average* 9 20 23 27 16 5
Coastal Plain Coarse 254 6 20 21 22 22 9
Medium 12 13 25 38 12 12 _0
Average* 6 20 23 21 21 9_
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil No. of < 700 700-1400 1400-2800 >2800
Texture Samples parts per million
Soil
Area
Ouachita River Coarse
Alluvial Medium
32
642
<1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Fine 159
Average*
Coastal Plain Coarse
Medium
254
12
< 300 300-500 500-1000 > 1000
parts per million
Average
'
28 36 10
Extractable Magnesium
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
No. of < 70 70-140 140-280 > 280
Samples parts per million
Ouachita River Coarse
Alluvial Medium
32
642
<140 140-280 280-450
parts per million-
> 450
Fine
Average*
159 38
47
44
28
Coastal Plain Coarse
Medium
254
12
< 30 30-50 50-100
—parts per million-
>100
Average 37 49
(Continued)
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Table 48 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Ouachita
Parish. 1964-1967.
D. Extractable Potassium
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
Percentage
No. of <110
Samples
samples testing in the following ranges:
110-165 165-220 > 220
parts per million
Ouachita River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
32
642
Fine
Average*
159
< 160 160-240 240-320 >320
parts per million
80-120 120-160 >160
— parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse
Medium
254
12
Average 33 33 17 17
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <60 60-120 120-180 > 180
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Ouachita River Coarse
Alluvial Medium
32
642
< 80 80-160 160-240 >240
— parts per million
Fine
Average*
159
<40 ~ ' 40-80 80-120 > 120
parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 254 64 17 6 13
Medium 12 38 25 25 12
Average* 63 17 7 13
4c
Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 49. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Plaquemines Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (PH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5. 4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 9
Fine 67
Average*
0 0
0 6
0 5
0
13
11
13
13
13
0
18
16
87
50
55
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples tes ting in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800
per million-
>2800
Miss. River Medium 9 0 0 13 87
Alluvial
<1400 1400-2800 2800-4000
per million-
>4000
Fine 67 0_ 39 52 9_
Average* 0 34 48 1 Q10
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples tes;ting in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
< 70 70-140 140-280
per million-
> 280
Miss . River Medium 9 0 0 0 100
Alluvial
<140 140-280 280-450
per million-
>450
Fine 67 0_ 0_ 0_ 100
Average* 0 0 0 100
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
<110 110-165 165-220
per million-
>220
Mis s . River Medium 9 13 12 13 62
Alluvial
< 160 160-240 240-320
per million-
>320
Fine 67 13 31 22 34
Average* 13 28 21 38
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
<60 60-120 120-180
per million
>180
Miss. River Medium 9 0 0 0 100
Alluvial
<80 80-160 160-240
per million
>240
Fine 67 0_ 3_ 13 84
Average* 0 3 12 85
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 50. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Pointe Coupee Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
< 4.9 5.0-5.,4 5.5-5.9 6,.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 > 6.9
Miss. River Coarse 17 0 0 0 27 20 53
Alluvial Medium 261 0 8 30 30 18 14
Fine 251 0 7 36 35 12 10
Average- 0 7 32 32 16 13
Soil
Area
Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following
Soil No. of < 700 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
Texture Samples parts per million
ranges
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
17
261
<1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Fine 251
Average"
Soil
Area
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil No. of ~ < 70 70-140 140-280 > 280
Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse 17
Medium 261
< 140 140-280 280-450
parts per million-
> 450
Fine 251
Average*
Soil
Area
Extractable Potassium
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
< 110 110-165 165-220
•parts per million-
>220
Miss
. River
Alluvial
Coarse 17
Medium 261
< 160 160-240 240-320
parts per million-
>320
Fine 251
Average*
Miss. River
Alluvial
Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 60 "" ~ 60-120 120-180 >180
Area Texture Samples parts per million-
Coarse 17
Medium 261
Fine
Average*
251
< 80 80-160 160-240
--parts per million-
> 240
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 51. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Rapides Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (PH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5. 4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Red River
Alluvial
Coarse 17
Medium 602
Fine 229
Average*
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
34
5
3
5
29
10
12
11
22
17
24
19
15
68
61
65
Coastal Plain Coarse 234
Medium 50
Average*
9 30
11 48
10 32
29
16
27
21
11
19
8
9
8
3
5
4
Miss. Terrace Medium 29 4 32 21 32 7 4
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil No . of
Texture Samples
< 300 300-500 500-1000
per million-
> 1000
Coastal Plain Coarse 234
Medium 50
Average*
24
7
21
25
36
27
35
34
35
16
23
17
<500 500-1000 1000-2000
per mi 11 ion
-
>2000
Miss. Terrace Medium 29 25 39 29 7
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800
per million-
>2800
Red River
Alluvial
Coarse 17
Medium 602
27
7
47
26
13
31
13
36
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000
per million-
> 4000
Fine 229 4_ 15 25 56
Average* 7 23 29 41
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples tessting in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
<30 30-50 50-100
per million-
>100
Coastal Plain Coarse 234
Medium 50
Average*
1
2
1
7
3
6
28
27
28
64
68
65
< 50 50-100 100-200
per million-
>200
Miss. Terrace Medium 29 0 11 57 32
< 70 70-140 140-280 >280
per million'
Red River
Alluvial
Coarse 17
Medium 602
0
0
13
1
47
23
40
76
< 140 140-280 280-450
per million
>450
Fine 229 p_ 1_ 3_ 96
Average* 0 1 18 81
(Continued)
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Table 51.- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Rapides Parish
1964-1967.
Soil
Area
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil No. of < 80 80-120 120-160 >160
Texture Samples parts per million-
Coastal Plain Coarse 234
Medium 50
Average*
< 100 100-150 150-200 >200
parts per million
Miss. Terrace 32 18
< 110 110-165 165-220 >220
parts per million
Red River
Alluvial
Coarse 17
Medium 602
<160 160-240 240-320 >320
parts per million
Fine 229
Average*
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of <40 40-80 80-120 >120
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse
Medium
Average*
234
50
55-110 110-165 >165
— parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 29 92
< 60 60-120 120-180 >180
—parts per million
Red River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
17
602
< 80 80-160 160-240 > 240
parts per million
Fine
Average*
229
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 52. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Red River Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil
Area
Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 > 6.9
Red River
Alluvial
Coarse 2
Medium 129
Fine 143
Average*
0 0 0
1 3 11
2 0 4
1 1 7
0
29
39
34
50
12
34
25
50
44
21
32
Coastal Plain Coarse 243 4 17 22 36 18 3
B. Extractable Calcium
Pprr.p.ntase of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800
per mi 1 lion
-
> 2800
Red River
Alluvial
Coarse 2
Medium 129
50 0
10 32
0
29
50
29
<1400 1400-2800 2800-4000
per million-
> 4000
Fine 143 9_ 58 24 9
Average* 10 45 26 19
< 300 300-500 500-1000
per million
>1000
Coastal Plain Coarse 243 50 23 21 6
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples te sting in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
< 70 70-140 140-280
per million
>280
Red River Coarse 2 0 0 50 5U
Alluvial Medium 129 1 3 17 79
<"l40 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
143
_J_ _0_
Average* 1 1 12 86
< 30 30-50 50-100 >100
---parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 243 12 15 45 28
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of s amples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
< 110 110-165 165-220 > 220
Red River
Alluvial
Coarse 2
Medium 129
0
20
100
33
0
28
0
19
< 160 160-240 240-320 >320
Fine 143 28 36 27 9_
Average* 24 35 27 14
<80 80-120 120-160 >160
Coastal Plain Coarse 243 48 31 12 9
(Continued)
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Table 52.- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Red River
Parish. 1964-1967.
Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following range;
Soil Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-180 > 180
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Red River
Alluvial
Coastal Plain
Coarse 2
Medium 129
Fine
Average*
143
243
50
< 80
< 40
76 11
80-160 160-240 > 240
— parts per million
40-80 80-120 >120
parts per million
10
""Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
Table 53. -Summary of soil test re
A.
suits of soil samples from Richland Parish. 1964-1967,
Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
< 4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6,.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Ouachita River Coarse 129 1 25 31 29 14 0
Alluvial Medium 349 4 22 24 34 14 2
Fine 202 16 33 27 15 7 2
Average* 7 29 27 28 7 2
Miss. Terrace Medium 552 9 36 29 18 7 1
Miss. River Medium 8 0 50 38 12 0 0
Alluvial
B. Extractable Calcium
Soil Soil No. of
Area Texture Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following range
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800 >2800
parts per million
Ouachita River
Alluvial Coarse 129
Medium 349
Fine 202
Average*
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million- —
< 500 500-1000 1000-2000 > 2000
parts per million
Miss. Terrace
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium
Medium
552 36 45 17
<700 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
parts per million
25 50 13
(Continued)
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Table 53.- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Richland
Parish. 1964-1967.
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples tes ting in the :following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<70 70-140 14U-ZoU
per million-
MOflX zou
Ouachita River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
129
349
6
7
33
30
42
48
19
15
< 140 140-280 280-450
per million-
> 450
Fine 202 2_ 7_ 30 61
Average* 5 24 41 30
<50 50-100 100-200
per million-
>200
Miss. Terrace Medium 552 3 14 45 38
70- 140 140-280
per million-
>280
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 8 0 0 38 62
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples tej;ting in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 110 110-165 165-220
per million-
> 220
Ouachita River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
129
349
26
27
50
40
14
24
10
9
< 160 160-240 240-320
per mi 11 ion
-
>320
Fine 202 42 23 15 20
Average* 34 36 18 12
< 100 100-150 150-200
per million-
> 200
Miss. Terrace Medium 552 22 42 25 11
<110 110-165 165-220
per million-
>220
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 8 62 25 0 13
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil No. of
Tovhire Samnlpq
<60 60-120 120-180
per million'
>180
Ouachita River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
129
349
57
30
32
40
9
25
2
5
< 80 80-160 160-240
per million
> 240
Fine
Average*
Miss. Terrace
Miss. River
Alluvial
202
552
< 55 55-110 110-165
—
parts per million-
>165
52 34 10
< 60 60-120 120-180
—parts per million-
>180
Medium 38 62
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 54 . -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Sabine Parish. 1964-
1967.
A. Soil Reaction(pH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Coastal Plain Coarse 123 7 21 28 24 15 5
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No . of \ JUU JvJU-jUU jUU- 1UUU > 1000
Area Texture S amp 1 e s
Coastal Plain 123 21
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No . of < 30 30-50 50-100 > 100
Samp 1 e s
Coastal Plain Coarse 123 6 9 31 54
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 80 80-120 120-160 >160
Area Texture Samples
Coastal Plain Coarse 123 41 34 16 9
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <40 40-80 80-120 >120
Area Texture Samples
Coastal Plain Coarse 123 55 24 8 13
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Table 55. -Summary of soil
1964-1967.
t£St TTGfsuits of soil samples from St. Bernard Parish
.
A. Soil Reaction (PH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5. 4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 > 6 .
9
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium
Fine
Average*
5
]_ \
0 0
9 0
6 0
0
18
12
0
27
19
50 50
0 46
19 44
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800
per million-
>2800
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 5 0 0 75 25
<1400 1400-2800 2800-4000
per mi 11 ion
-
>4000
Fine 11 0_ 36 27 37
Average* 0 25 44 31
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 70 70-140 140-280
per million-
> 280
"Mi cg "Rivpt*llioa • l\J-vci
Alluvial
Medium 5 0 0 0 100
< 140 140-280 280-450
per million-
>450
Fine 11 0_ 0_ 9_ 91
Average* 0 0 6 94
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 110 110-165 165-220
per million-
> 220
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 5 25 25 0 50
<160 160-240 240-320
per million-
>320
Fine 11 9 37 18 36
Average* 13 31 18 38
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples te:sting in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 60 60-120 120-180
per million
>180
Alluvial
Med i_ urn 5 0 0 0 100
< 80 80-160 160-240
per million
>240
Fine 11 0_ 46 36 18
Average* 0 31 25 44
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 56. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from St. Charles Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Miss. River Medium 12 0 17 33 0 8 42
Alluvial Fine 20 0 5 40 35 15 5
Average* 0 9 38 21 13 19
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of < 700 700-1400 1400-2800 >2800
Area Texture Samples million-
Miss. River Medium 12 0 0 83 17
Alluvial
_______
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Fine 20 0_ 50 35 15
Average* 0 31 53 16
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 70 70-140 140-280 >280
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River Medium 12 0 0 17 83
Alluvial
< 140 140-280 280-450 > 450
; parts per million
Fine 20 0 0 10 90
Average* 0 0 12 88
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 110 110-165 165-220 >220
Miss. River Medium 12 67 8 0 25
Alluvial
< 160 160-240 240-320 > 320
parts per million
Fine 20 50 20 20 10
Average* 55 16 13 16.
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 60 60-120 120-180 >180
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River Medium 12 0 0 0 100
Alluvial
< 80 80-160 160-240 >240
parts per million
Fine 20 5_ 15 45 35
Average* 3 9 28 60
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 57 . -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from St. Helena Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No . of
Samples
Percent*ige of samples testing foil owin j2j
< 4 .
9
j . U~ j . 4 5.5-5.9 6
,
,0-6.4 6. 5-6.9 > 6 .9
Loessial Hills Coarse 429 24 35 20 14 6 1
Medium 56 20 44 18 16 2 0
Average* 24 35 20 14 6 1
Flatwoods Coarse 55 31 31 15 13 10 0
Medium 5 20 0 60 20 0 0
Average* 30 29 18 13 10 0
B. Extractable Calcium
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<500 500-1000 1000-2000 > 2000
Loessial Hills Coarse
Medium
Average*
429
56
71
74
71
19
16
19
7
10
7
3
0
3
< 400 400-800 800-1600
per million-
>1600
Flatwoods Coarse
Medium
Average*
55
5
64
20
61
19
40
20
15
40
17
2
0
2
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<50 50-100 100-200
per miHi on
-
>200
Loessial Hills Coarse
Medium
Average*
429
56
16
6
15
37
52
39
28
32
28
19
10
18
< 40 40-80 80-160
per million-
>160
Flatwoods Coarse
Medium
Average*
55
5
8
0
7
25
0
23
46
40
45
21
60
25
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<100 100-150 150-200
per million-
> 200
Loessial Hills Coarse
Medium
Average*
429
56
56
56
56
28
32
28
9
10
9
7
2
7
< 80 80-120 120-160
per million-
>160
Flatwoods Coarse
Medium
Average*
55
5
33
40
33
38
0
35
17
20
17
12
40
15
(Continued)
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Table 57.- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from St. Helena
Parish. 1964-1967.
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 55 55-110 110-165 > 165
Area Texture Samples
Loessial Hills Coarse
Medium
Average*
Flatwoods Coarse
Medium
Average*
429
56
<35 35-70 70-105 >105
— parts per million
^Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
Table 58. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from St. James Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
<4.9 5.0-5.,4 5.5-5.9 6 .0-6.4 6.5-6.9 > 6.9
Miss. River Coarse 2 0 0 0 0 50 50
Alluvial Medium 89 6 18 28 19 10 19
Fine 108 1 8 36 33 14 8
Average* 3 13 31 26 13 14
Soil
Area
Extractable Calcium
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800
parts per million-
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse 2
Medium 89
Fine 108
Average*
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000
parts per million-
>4000
Soil
Area
Extractable Magnesium
Soil No. of
Texture Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
70-140 140-280
•parts per million-
> 280
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse 2
Medium 89
100
74
<140 140-280 280-450
parts per million-
>450
Fine
Average*
108
(Continued)
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Table 58.- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from St. James
Parish. 1964-1967.
D. Ex tractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<110 110-165 165-220
per million-
> 220
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
2
89
100
65
0
27
0
7
0
1
< 160 160-240 240-320
per million-
> 320
Fine 108 35 42 20 3_
Average* 49 35 14 2
E
.
Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<60 60-120 120-180
per million-
> 180
Miss. River
Al luv i 3.
1
Coarse
Msd ium
2
89
0
2
0
39
50
29
50
30
< 80 80-160 160-240
per million-
>240
Fine 108 5_ 51 35 9_
Average* 4 44 34 18
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
Table 59. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from St. John Paris'
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (PH)
Soil
Area
Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5. 4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Average*
2
23
19
0 0
4 4
5 47
5 23
0
4
32
16
0
13
11
11
0 100
0 75
0 5
0 45
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800
per million-
>2800
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
2
23
0
0
0
9
50
35
50
56
<1400 1400-2800 2800-4000
per million-
>4000
Fine 19 0_ 53 47 0_
Average* 0 27 41 32
(Continued)
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Table 59.- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from St. John
Parish. 1964-1967.
Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of ~ <70 70-140 140-280 > 280
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
100
91
< 140 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
19 16 84
Average* 89
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 110 110-165 165-220 >220
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
<160 160-240 240-320 >320
parts per million
Average*
19
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Soil Soil
Area Texture
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
No. of < 60 60-120 120-180 >180
Samples parts per million-
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
100
83
< 80 80-160 160-240 >240
—parts per million
Fine 63 27
Average''1 32 14 49
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes
.
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Table 60 . -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from St. Landry Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Percentage of SclTIlplGS t6 g in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
S 3inp 1g s < 4. 9 5 . C•-5,,4 5.5-5. 9 6.0-6.4 6..5-6. 9 >6.9
Miss. Terrace Medium 663 8 32 29 22 7 2
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Ms d i inn
Fine
6
67
149
0
o
3
0
10
28
17
16
26
33
24
21
17
9
8
33
41
14
Average* 2 22 23 22 9 22
Red R. Alluvial Medium
Fine
105
19
0
0
21
0
26
42
32
37
17
21
4
0
Average* 0 19 29 31 18 3
Prairie Medium
Fine
43
16
0
0
12
6
37
25
19
19
16
38
16
12
Average* 0 10 34 19 22 15
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
V. 3UU 500-1000
per
1000-2000 > 2000
Miss. Terrace Medium 663 31 51 16 2
<700 700-1400
per
1400-2800 >2800
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
6
67
0
6
67
31
33
38
0
25
<1400 1400-2800
per
2800-4000 >4000
Fine 149 7 59 26 8
Average* 6 51 30 13
<700 700-1400
per
1400-2800 >2800
Red R. Alluvial Medium 105 49 39 12 0
< 1400 1400-2800
per
2800-4000 >4000
Fine 19 31 32 37 0_
A *Average 46 38 16 0
< 600 600-1200
per
1200-2400 >2400
Prairie Medium
Fine
43
16
26
0
67
25
7
31
0
44
Average* 19 55 14 12
("Continued)
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Table 60.- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from St. Landry
Parish. 1964-1967.
C
.
Extrac table Magnes ium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 50 50-100 100-200 > 200
Miss . Terrace Medium 663 1 7 54 38
< 70 70-140 140-280 > 280
Miss. River Coarse 6 0 0 50 50
Alluvial Medium 67 0 6 9 85
< 140 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million -
149 3_ 2_ 13 82
2 3 13 82
<~70 70-140 140-280 > 280
parts per million
0 8 44 48
<140 ~ 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
Fine 19 0_ 0_ 11 89
Average* 0 6 39 55
Fine
Average*
Red River Medium 105
Alluvial
Medium
Fine
Average*
60-120 120-240
—parts per million-
>240
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of ' <100
_
100-150 150-200 > 200
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 663 37 35 16 12
< 110 ~" 110-165 165-220 >220
parts per million
Miss. River Coarse 6 0 0 50 50
Alluvial Medium 67 19 33 27 21
< 160 160-240 240-320 X320"
parts per million
Fine 149 36 38 18 8_
Average* 30 36 21 13
< 110 110-165 165-220 >220"
parts per million
Red River Medium 105 37 50 10 3
Alluvial
< 160 160-240 240-320 >320
parts per million
Fine 19 16 37 16 31
Average* 34 48 11 7
< 100 100-150 150-200 >200
parts per million
Prairie Medium 43 70 26 4 0
Fine 16 63 31 6_ 0_
Average* 68 27 5 0_
(Continued)
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Table 60. -(Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from St. Landry
Parish. 1964rl967.
Miss. Terrace
E. Extractable Phosphorus
'
~ percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 55 55-110 110-165 >165
Area Texture Samples parts per million
-
—
Medium 663 75 18
< 60 60-120 120-180 > 180
parts per million
Miss. River Coarse 6 0 17 17 66
Alluvial Medium 67 31 19 14 36
~<l50 80-160 160-240 >240
parts per million
64 19 13 _4_
53 19 13 15
Fine 149
Average*
Red R. Alluvial Medium 105
Fine 19
Average *
Prairie Medium 43
Fine 16
Average*
<60 60-120
per
120-180 >180
29 56 11 4
<80 80-160
per
160-240 >240
58 42 0 0
33 54 10 3
< 35 35-70
per
70-105 >105
63
63
26
37
11
0
0
0
63 29 8 0
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 61. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from St. Martin Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
Percent;age of samples testing in the following
< 4.9 5.0-5,.4 5.5-5.9 6,.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Miss. River Medium 103 8 35 27 21 4 5
Alluvial Fine 274 7 24 30 27 8 4
Average* 7 28 29 25 7 4
Miss. Terrace Medium 51 22 37 27 5 9 0
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800 >2800
Miss. River Medium 103 21 36 37 6
<1400 1400-2800 ~ 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
6 46 29 19
10 44 31 15
< 500 500-1000 1000-2000 >2000
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 51 46 36 16 2
Fine 274
Average*
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<70 70-140 140-280 >280
Miss. River Medium 103 4 9 22 65
Alluvial
<140 140-280 280-450 >450
parts per million
Fine 274
_1_
_1_ 12 86
Average* 2 3 15 80
<50 50-100 ~ 100-200 "~~ > 200
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 51 5 32 34 29
(Continued)
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Table 61 .- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from St.
Martin Parish. 1964-1967.
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 110 110-165 165-220 >220
Area Texture Samples parts per mi llion
Miss. River Medium 103 46 37 8 9
Alluvial
<160 160-240 240-320 > 320
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 51 41 43 11
Fine 274 _44_ 32 15 _9_
Average* 45 33 13 9
~<T00 100-150 150-200 > 200
parts per million
Soil
Area
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil No. of <60 60-120 120-180 >180
Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River Medium 103 77 16
Alluvial
< 80 80-160 160-240 >240
parts per million
Fine 274
_84_ _13_ J_ _A_
Average* 82 14 2 2
T33 55-110 110-165 >165
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 51 86 14 0 0
^Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 62. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from St. Mary Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges;
Soil Soil No. of
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Miss. River Coarse 3 0 0 67 0 0 33
Alluvial Medium 253 5 26 31 24 8 6
Fine 1120 3 14 28 29 16 10
Average* 3 16 29 28 14 10
Miss. Terrace Medium 5 0 60 40 0 0 0
Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 700 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River Coarse 3 33 0 0 67
Alluvial Medium 253 4 24 64 8
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Fine 1120
_5_ 50 35 10
Average* 5 45 40 10
< 500
=
~ 500-1000 1000-2000 > 2000
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 5 0 20 80 0
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 70 70-140 140-280 >280
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
3
253
33 0 0
0 1 16
67
83
<140 140-280 280-450 ~ > 450
parts per million
Fine 1120 1_ _2_ 17 80
Average* 12 17 80
< 50 50-100 100-200 > 200
---parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 5 0 0 20 80
(Continued)
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Table 62 (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from St. Mary
Parish. 1964-1967.
D. Extractable Potass ium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<110 110-165 165-220 > 220
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
3
253
67
67
0 o
26 4
33
3
< 160 160-240 240-320 > 320
Fine 1120 67 25 6 2
Averages- 67 25 6 2
<C 100 >200
Miss. Terrace Medium 5 60 0 40 0
E Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Sample
< 60 60-120 120-180 > 180
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
3
253
33
54
0 0
31 8
67
7
< 80 80-160 160-240 >240
Fine 1120 55 29 10 6_
Average* 55 29 10 6
<55 55-110 110-165 >165
Miss. Terrace Medium 5 80 20 0 0
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
samples
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Table 63 . -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from St. Tammany Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Area Texture Samples
Flatwoods Coarse 1083
Medium 18
Average*
Coastal Plain Coarse 48
.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.5 6.5-6.9 >6.
10 14 24 36 16 0
22 22 33 6 17 0
10 14 24 36 16 0
8 32 30 22 8 0
Extractable Calcium
Soil
Area
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil No. of <400 400-800 800-1600 > 1600
Texture Samples parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse 1083
Medium 18
Average*
<300 300-500 500-1000
parts per million-
Coastal Plain Coarse 48 24 19 38 19
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <40 40-80 80-160 >160
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse 1083 3 12 29 56
Medium 18 0 11 39 50
Average* 3 12 29 56
< 30 30-50 50-100 MOO
parts per million-
Coastal Plain Coarse 48 (3 0 32 68
D. Extractable Potassium
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
<80 80-120 120-160 >160
Flatwoods Coarse 1083 43 30 16 11
Medium 18 72 22 0 6
Average* 44 30 15 11
<80 80-120 120-160 >160
Coastal Plains Coarse 48 46 35 14 5
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<35 35-70 70-105 >105
Flatwoods Coarse
Medium
Average*
1083
18
50
67
51
30 9
16 11
30 9
11
6
10
<40 40-80 80-120 > 120
Coastal Plain Coarse 48 46 32 11 11
*Weighted average based
occurring in each range
on frequency distribution
for all textural classes
of the number of soil samples
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Table 64. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Tangipahoa Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (PH)
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges;
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples <4.9 5. 0-5 9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6 9 >6.9
Flatwoods Coarse
Medium
2725
244
13
18
28
22
29
JU
24
21
5
8
1
1
Average* 13 28 29 24 5 1
Loessial Hills Coarse
Medium
550
48
13
11
30
29
30
33
21
25
6
2
0
0
Average* 13 30 30 21 6 0
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<400 400-800
per
800-1600 >1600
Flatwoods Coarse
Medium
Average*
2725
244
31
20
30
38
33
38
28
43
29
3
4
3
< 500 500-1000
per
1000-2000 >2000
Loessial Hills Coarse
Medium
Average*
550
48
50
53
51
38
36
37
11
11
11
1
0
1
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<40 40-80
per
80-160 >160
Flatwoods Coarse
Medium
2725
244
3
2
19
11
45
40
33
47
Average* 3 18 45 34
<50 50-100
per
100-200 >200
Loessial Hills Coarse
Medium
550
48
4
0
32
25
40
53
24
22
Average * 4 31 41 24
(Continued)
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Table 64.
-
(Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from
Tangipahoa Parish. 1964-1967.
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 80 80-120 120-160 >160
Area Texture Samples parts per million •
Flatwoods Coarse
Medium
2725
244
Average* 34 28 19 19
< 100 100-150 150-200
-parts per million-
>200
Loessial Hills Coarse 550
Medium 48
Average
•
46 16
Extractable Phosphorus
Soil
Area
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges;
Soil No. of < 35 35-70 70-105 > 105
Texture Samples parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse
Medium
2725
244
Average* 26 17 48
<55 55-110 110-165
parts per million--
> 165
Loessial Hills Coarse
Medium
550
48
Average* 53 21 18
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 65 . -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Tensas Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
Percentag<5 of samples testing following iTcanges
:
<4.9 5 0-5 4 5.5-5.9 6 0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >(S.9
Miss. River Coarse 15 8 0 34 50 0 8
Alluvial Medium 185 2 8 45 31 9 5
Fine 256 0 16 49 28 4 3
Average^ 1 12 47 30 6 4
Soil
Area
Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil No. of <700 700-1400 1400-2800 >2800
Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
15
185
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Fine
Average''
256
Extractable Magnesii
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <70 70-140 140-280 " >280
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River Coarse 15 0 8 42 50
Alluvial Medium 185 0 1 40 59
<140 140-280 280-450 > 450
parts per million
Fine 256 0_ 1_ 17 82
Average* 0 1 27 72
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of <U0 110-165 165-220 >220
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River Coarse 15 0 17 41 42
Alluvial Medium 185 5 27 36 32
<160 160-240 240-320 > 320
parts per million
Fine 256
_4_ 26 30 40
Average* 4 26 33 37
(Continued)
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Table 65.- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Tensas Parish.
1964-1967.
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of <60 60-120 120-180 > 180
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
15
185
<80 80-160 160-240
— parts per mil lion -
240
Fine 256 2o 48
22 31.
-Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil sampli
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
Table 66. -Summary of soil test results of soil sarnpl<
1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
from Terrebonne Parish, 1964-
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
<4,9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium
Fine
Average^
50
Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of < 700 700-1400 1400-2800 >2800
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River Medium
Alluvial
50
96
<1400
84 12
1400-2800 2800-4000 > 4000
parts per million
Average^ 15
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of " <70 70-140 140-280 > 280
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River Medium
Alluvial
50
<140 140-280 280-450
parts per million-
9 2
> 450
Fine
Average^
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of <110 110-165 165-220 >220
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Miss. River Medium
Alluvial
50 43 47 8
<160 160-240 240-320 >320
parts per million
Fine
Average^
96
(Continued)
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Table 66.- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Terrebonne
Parish. 1964-1967.
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<60 60-120 120-180 >180
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 50 0 2 8 90
<80 80-160 160-240 >240
Fine 96 3_ 18 48 31
Average* 2 12 34 52
———-
—
j
^Weighted aver
occurring in
age based
each range
on frequency distribution of the number of soil
for all textural classes.
samples
Table 67.-Summary of soil test re suits of soil samples from Union Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (PH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.C -5 4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Coastal Plain Coarse 19 5 32 31 21 11 0
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 300 300-500 500-1000 >1000
Coastal Plain Coarse 19 37 26 26 11
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<30 30-50 50-100 >100
Coastal Plain Coarse 19 11 5 47 37
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<80 80-120 120-160 >160
Coastal Plain Coarse 19 37 21 10 32
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 40 40-80 80-120 >120
Coastal Plain Coarse 19 47 21 11 21
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Table 68. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Vermilion Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
<4.9 5.0-5, 4 5.5-5.9 6. 0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Coastal Prairie Coarse 4 0 25 50 0 0 25
Medium 376 7 32 29 19 11 2
Fine 147 3 26 31 20 14 6
Average* 6 30 30 19 12 3
Miss. Terrace Medium 25 13 50 25 6 6 0
Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil No. of <600 600-1200 1200-2400 > 2400
Texture Samples parts per million
Soil
Area
Coastal Prairie Coarse 4 0
Medium 376 24
Fine 147 5
Average' 18 43 28
<500 " 500-1000 " 1000-2000 ~ >2000
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 25 19 69 12 0
Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil No. of <60 60-120 120-240 > 240
Texture Samples parts per million
Soil
Area
Coastal Prairie Coarse
Medium
Fine
4
376
147
Average' 39 59
< 50 50-100
parts
100-200
per million--
>200
Miss. Terrace Medium 25 38 56
(Continued)
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\Table 68. -(Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from
Vermilion Parish. 1964-1967.
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<100 100-150 150-200
per million
>200
Coastal Prairie Coarse
Medium
Fine
4
376
147
0
60
54
0
23
24
50
8
9
jU
9
13
Average* 58 23 9 10
<100 100-150 150-200 >200
Miss. Terrace Medium 25 69 25 0 6
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
S amp 1 e s
<35 35-70 70-105
per million--
>105
Coastal Prairie Coarse
Medium
Fine
4
376
147
75
72
66
0
16
18
25
5
7_
u
7
9
Average* 71 16 6 7
<55 55-110 110-165
per million-
>165
Miss. Terrace Medium 25 94 6 0 0
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 69. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Vernon Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples <4.9 5.0-5. 4 5.5-5.9 6 ,0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Coastal Plain Coarse 128 12 33 27 19 6 3
Flatwoods Coarse 4 33 34 33 0 0 0
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges;
Soil Soil No. of < 300 300-500 500-1000 >1000
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 128 41 19 23 17
< 400 " 400-800 800-1600 ~ >1600
parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse 4 67 33 0 0
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges;
Soil Soil No. of < 30 30-50 50-100 >100
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 128 12 15 36 37
< 40 40-80 ' 80-160 ^ >160
parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse 4 0 33 33 34
D. Extractable Potassium
Soil Soil No. of
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges;
< 80 80-120 120-160 > 160
Area Texture Samples
Coastal Plain Coarse 128 46 30 12 12
Flatwoods Coarse 4 67 33 0 0
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges;
Soil Soil No. of <40 40-80 80-120 >120
Area Texture Samples parts per million •
Coastal Plain Coarse 128 48 27 9 16
< 35 35-70 70-105 >105
parts per million
Flatwoods Coarse 4 67 0 33 0
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Table 70. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Washington Parish. 1964-
1967.
A. Soil Reaction (PH )
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples tessting in the following ranges
:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5.,4 5.5-5.?) 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 > 6.9
Coastal Plain
Flatwoods
Loessial Hills
Coarse
Coarse
Medium
1004
22
9
6 19
Q Qy y
40 0
30
27
20
32
23
40
11
27
0
2
5
0
B. Extractable C;ilcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 300 300-500 500-1000
per million-
>1000
Coastal Plain Coarse 1004 27 35 13
<400 400-800 800-1600
parts per million-
>1600
Flatwoods Coarse 45 32
<500 500-1000 1000-2000
parts per million-
>2000
Loessial Hills Medium 60 40
C. Extractable Magnesium
Soil Soil
Area Texture
No. of
Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
< 30 30-50 50-100
-parts per million-
>100
Coastal Plain Coarse 1004
<40
29
40-80 80-160
—parts per million-
64
>160
Flatwoods Coarse
Loessial Hills Medium
22
20
45
<50 50-100 100-200
parts per million-
20 60
41
>200
D. Extractable Potassium
Soil Soil
Area Texture
~ Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
No. of < 80 80-120 120-160 >160
Samples parts per million--'
Coastal Plain Coarse
Flatwoods Coarse
1004
22
<100 100-150 150-200
parts per million-
>200
Loessial Hills Medium 60 20 20
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil
Area Texture
No. of
Samples
<40 40-80 80-120
---parts per million-
>120
Coastal Plain Coarse
Flatwoods Coarse
1004 45
<35
45
<55
31 14
35-70 70-105
—parts per million-
18 23
55-110 110-165
—parts per million-
10
>105
14
>165
Loessial Hills Medium 60 40
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Table 71 . -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Webster Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Coastal Plain Coarse 50 50 0 0
Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of < 300 " 300-500 500-1000 >1000
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 25 50 25
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 30 30-50 ' 50-100 >100
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 4 0 0 75 25
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 80 80-120 120-160 > 160
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 4 25 50 25 0
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of < 40 40-80 80-120 >120
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Coastal Plain Coarse 4 75 25 0 0
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Table 72. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from West Baton Rouge Parish.
1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (PH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.0-5. 4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Average*
2
31
98 ojo
o
o
ojo
o
o 0
14
21
19
0
24
45
38
100
21
25
26
0
41
9
17
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800
per million-
> 2800
Miss. River
Al luvial
Coarse
Medium
2
31
0
7
0
7
100
72
0
14
<1400 1400-2800 2800-4000
per million-
>4000
Fine 98 0_ 55 40 5_
Average* 2 43 48 7
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<70 70-140 140-280
per million-
>280
Miss. River
Al luvi si
Coarse
Medium
2
31
0
0
0
7
0
3
100
90
<140 140-280 280-450
per million-
>450
Fine 98 0_ 1_ 9 90
Average* 0 2 8 90
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 110 110-165 165-220
per million-
>220
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
2
31
100
21
0
48
0
17
0
14
<160 160-240 240-320
per million'
>320
Fine 98 33 38 20 9_
Average* 31 40 19 10
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<60 60-120 120-180
per million
>180
Miss. River
Alluvial
Coarse
Medium
2
31
0
10
0
0
0
17
100
73
<80 80-160 160-240
per million
>240
Fine 98 2_ 21 49 28
Average* 4 16 40 40
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 73. -Summary of soi
1967.
1 test results of soil samples from West Carroll Parish. 1964-
A
.
Soil Reaction (PH)
Soil Soil
Texture
No. of
S 3mp 1 6 s
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
< 4 . 9 5.0-5 4 5 5-59 g .0-6.4 6.5-6.9 > 6 .
9
Miss. Terrace Medium 1223 9 29 26 21 11 4
Miss. River Medium 20 15 25 25 25 0 10
Alluvial Fine 140 0 5 39 36 17 3
Average* 2 8 37 34 15 4
Ouachita River Medium 3 0 75 0 0 25 0
Alluvial Fine 8 0 13 75 12 0 0
Average* 0 27 55 9 9 0
Extractable Calcium
Soil Soil
Area Texture
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
No. of < 500 500-100 100-2000 > 2000
Samples parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 1223 26 47 22
Miss. River Medium
Alluvial
Fine
Average*
Ouachita River Medium
Alluvial
Fine
Average*
140
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800
parts per million-
15 20
<1400 1400-2800 2800-4000 >4000
parts per million
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800 > 2800
parts per million
75 25
<1400 1400-2800 2800-4000
parts per million-
>4000
Extractable Magnesium
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
< 50 50-100 100-200 >200
parts per million
Miss. Terrace Medium 43 51
Miss. River Medium
Alluvial
Fine
Average*
Ouachita River Medium
Alluvial
Fine
Average*
20
< 70 70-140 140-280 >280
parts per million
15
< 140 140-280 280-450 >450
parts per million
< 70 70-140 140-280
parts per million-
25
140-280 280-450
parts per million-
>280
>450
100
91
(Continued)
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Table 73.- (Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from West Carroll
Parish. 1964-1967.
D. Extractable Potassium
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 100 100-150 150-200 >200
Miss. Terrace Medium 1223 25 39 21 15
< 110 110-165 165-220 >220
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 20 0 30 40 30
<160 160-240 240-320 > 320
Fine 140 10
)-) 1 Q 39
Average* 9 33 20
TOJO
< 110 110-165 165-220 >220
Ouachita River
Alluvial
Medium 3 0 0 33 67
< 160 160-240 240-320 >320
Fine 8 25 13 25 37
Average* 18 9 28 45
E. Extrac table Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 55 55-110 110-165 >165
Miss. Terrace Medium 1223 48 37 9 6
<60 60-120 120-180 >180
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 20 30 55 0 1
5
<80 80-160 160-240 > 240
Fine 140 34 42 22 z
Average* 34 43 19 4
<60 60-120 120-180 >180
Ouachita River Medium
A 1 1 inri a 1
3 75 0 o 25
< 80 80-160 160-240 >240
Fine
Average*
100
90
Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 74. -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from West Feliciana
Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (pH)
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil Soil No. of
Area Texture Samples < 4.9 5.0-5.4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Loessial Hills Coarse 16 7 20 40 20 13 0
Medium 320 19 30 27 16
Average* 5 19 31 26 16 3
Miss. River Medium 33 0 0 0 0 0 LOO
Alluvial Fine 22 0 0 9 5 86
Average* 0 0 2 0 94
Extractable Calciur
Percentage of samples nesting in the following ranges
Soil Soil No. of <500 500-1000 1000-2000
Area Texture Samples parts per -Mlio~
Loessial Hills Coarse 16 13 73
Medium 320 25 55 18
Average* 24 56 18
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 33
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800
parts per million
>2800
Fine
Average
22
< 1400 1400-2800 2800-4000
parts per million
000
Extractable Magi
Percentage of samples testing i :-. : ' . " - •
Soil Soil No. of < 50 50-100 100-200 > 200
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Loessial Hills Coarse 16 0 0 60 40
Medium 320
_0_ __5_ 47 48
Average* 0 5 47 48
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 33
Fine 22
Average*
< 70 70-140 140-280
parts per million--
<140 140-280 280-450
parts per million--
450
(Continued)
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Table 74.
-
(Continued) Summary of soil test results of soil samples from West
Feliciana Parish. 1964-1967.
Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges'
Soil Soil No. of < 100 100-150 150-200 >200
Area Texture Samples parts per million
Loessial Hills Coarse 16
Medium 320
Average* 26 36 20 18
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium
<110 110-165
per
165-220 >220
0 33 40 27
< 160 160-240
per
240-320 >320
Fine
Average :
50
43
Extractable Phosphorus
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
<55 55-110
per
110-165 >165
Loessial Hills Coarse
Medium
16
320
47
73
33
20
0
4
20
3_
Average* 71 21 4 4
< 60 60-120
per
120-180 >180
Miss. River
Alluvial
Medium 33 0 0 36 64
<80 80-160
per
160-240 >240
Fine 22
Average*
^Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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Table 75 . -Summary of soil test results of soil samples from Winn Parish. 1964-1967.
A. Soil Reaction (PH)
Soil Soil No. of Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Area Texture Samples <4.9 5.C'-5 .4 5.5-5.9 6.0-6.4 6.5-6.9 >6.9
Coastal Plain Coars e 116 10 17 29 26 18 0
Red River
A.1 luvi 3
1
Medium 7 0 0 60 40 0 0
B. Extractable Calcium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 300 300-500 500-1000 >1000
Coastal Plain Coarse 116 33 39 20 8
< 700 700-1400 1400-2800 >2800
Red River
Alluvial
Medium 7 40 60 0 0
C. Extractable Magnesium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges
:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 30 30-50 50-100 > 100
Coastal Plain Coarse 116 9 7 41 43
< 70 70-140 140-280 >280
Red River
Alluvial
Medium 7 0 0 60 40
D. Extractable Potassium
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 80 80-120 120-160 >160
Coastal Plain Coarse 116 54 30 7 9
< 110 110-165 165-220 >220
Red River
Alluvial
Medium 7 40 20 40 0
E. Extractable Phosphorus
Percentage of samples testing in the following ranges:
Soil
Area
Soil
Texture
No. of
Samples
< 40 40-80 80-120 >120
Coastal Plain Coarse 116 74 20 4 2
<60 ~ 60-120 120-180 > 180
parts per million
Red River Medium 7 40 60 0 0
Alluvial
*Weighted average based on frequency distribution of the number of soil samples
occurring in each range for all textural classes.
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